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PULMONARY iPHTI''lSIS.

Deof the Ph ycins to the IIhiladelphm osre ta, ard aProfessor
o! Cicnal Meiicine in the Vmversity of Peniylvanaia.

jGNTLEMEN-''o-dîay I vish to ask your at-
ntion to catarrial phthisis, which is the out-
mDIe of catarrhal plneumnonia, and depends upon

he fact that te exadation, instead of heing
dually removetd lby a process of softening and

etoration, passes more or less entircly into
tate of cleesy chanage, tat thi, lias crianibled

n, that the walls of tle air vesicles lave be-
e iivolved, and thius the destructive pro-

thasg been established in the lung. The first
vision that we mut inake of catarrhal

isis is into the acute and chronic forms,
this depends u-pon two elements or chief

ins t irpon the violence and extent of
origial attack , and secondly, iapon a
ness of te individual constitution, by

it yields more or less readily to the
of disease. Thus, for instance, we bave
Of catarrhal phthisis which, fortunately,

Svery com mon, popularly ternied galloping

n4'tion, which is in reality a general
hal nem rapidly passing into a

(f Cheesy degeneration. In speaking thus
te caarhal phthisis, I do not refer at all
te miliary tulbterculosis.

latter (lisease is a very rare affection.

altogetier a very peculiar history and
It is nueh more like one of the acute

u zylotie diseases in its course than it
a local affection. It has a peculiar
ture urve, a peculiar state of tie

nervous systen and of blood intoxication, while
the local signs in the lung are comparatively
slight and obscure. It rus its course in from
seven to fourteen days, termina:ting invariably
in death. As a rule. it cone, froi i the absorption
of sonie infectious inatter, froi t previously ex-
isting centre of cheesy dlegener ition, althoulgh
in a fev cases, it has exploded in an individual
w'ho las no sucl centre, but who bas inherited
a virulent degree of the tuberculous diathesis.
Generally, iii such cases, the disease appears

early in life.

Acute catarrhal phthisis is, as r bave said,
the ouitcome of' an acute catarrhal pneumonia,
and runs a course whose length h dependent
upon the severity of the attack and ujpon indi-
vidual peculiarities. This affection is not re-

cognized as constantly as it slould be. This
is because the physical signs are not well
markedl, and are not the ordinary physical signs
of pneioonia, as we have cone to consider it,
tlhat is, lobar pneiiiumonia. Usually, wien a

patient is attacked with catarrial pieumrnonia,
lie vill not have very violent fever, marked dul-
ness, bronchial breathing, and the other marked
synptons that we have in croupous pneumo-
nia, and thus nany cases are entirely over,
looked. The affection nay involve a very
snall area of tlae luag, or it nay involve the
whole of one lobe, or portions of both lungs.

Let ne illustrate this by a case I saw a short
tinie ago. A patient cones into my office and
states that lae bas a bad cold, and that lie liad a
slight rigor forty-eight lours previously. I
find imaa distinctly feverish, with rapid pulse
and respiration, and on examination of the
chest there is found a left-sided broncho-pneu-

anoniat. Rales are heard pretty incli all over
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the left lung. The râles are some sonorous and
some sibilant, formed in the larger tubes, and
indicating a process of bronchitis of these tubes.
With this there are heard, in a number of
points over the front and back, coarse sub-
crepitant râles. Very careful percussion shows
that at several points in the left lung reso-
nance is not perfect as compared with the reso-
nance of the points immediately around them ;
not that it could be called flat, but simply
less resonant than over the unaffected lung.

The patient is ordered home and to bed. The
disease passes on through a stage, attended by a
moderate degree of fever of rather a remittent
type, with a rise in the evening to 1020 or 103°
and a fall in the morning to about 101°
never entirely disappearing. This is attended
with a good deal, of perspiration; the skin is
relaxed, the cheek of the affected side is flushed,
and the patient loses flesh very rapidly; he be-
comes extremely anomic; the tongue is foul and
coated, but the appetite is pretty well preserved;
the secretions are scanty, as in all inflammatory
or febrile affections ; the urine scanty and high
coloured, and the bowels are constipated. The
cough is troublesome, and is attended with con-
siderable expectoration, at first of clear mucus,
not rusty coloured, but soon becoming streaked
with yellow lines, and gradually more solid and
purulent in character.

The physical signs remain as I have described
them, except that the râles gradually become
larger and more moist, and are heard over the
whole of the left lung, back and front. With
this there is scarcely any dulness on percussion
over the lung, and it is only by very careful ex-
amination that you will find four or five points
of limited size, where there is distinct relative
impairment of resonance. You would be sur-
prised at thé great disproportion between the
numerous râles and the amount of dulness and
the absence of pure bronchial breathing.

As the case advanced, the lower portion of the
lung cleared up, the râles gradually diminished,
and the respiratorymurmur returned; but at the
apex there remained râles, wbich became larger
and larger, until they finally became almost
bubbling in character, the respiratory murmur
slowly became more blowing in character; dif-
fused, hollow, blowing breathing.

Now, what bas been the course of the disease
in the lung ? We bave had originally a catarrh
affecting the bronchial tubes. This bas extendell
along the left bronchial tube until it has reached
and involved the alveolar structure, and thus set
on foot a broncho-pneumonia of the left lung.
Such changes are very insidious in their course,
and the disease may exist for a long time before
being discovered.

Catarrhal pneumonia is to be distinguished
fromn bronchitis by its unilateral character, the
presence of sub-crepitant râles, the detection of
small areas of dulness, by careful percussion,
and by the degree of febrile action. The exuda-
tion is not of a croupous but of a catarrhal
character ; the walls of the alveoli have been
attacked so that the cells are no longer able to
rapidly get rid of the exudation. It takes along
time to accomplish this, so that at the end of
six or eight weeks râles may stil l continue at
the apex of the lung. A portion of the exuda
tion undergoes cheesy degeneration, breaks
down, and is discharged slowly.

Will it ever be removed, or will it pass intoa
state of catarrhal phthisisî This will depend
upon the violence of the attack and the teu-

dency of the individual. Every one is liable to

an attack of catarrhal pneumonia, and in any

one, owing to the causes before refeired to, il

may set on foot catarrhal phthisis. Of course,
in a person who bas a weak state of constitutin

particularly if he bas an inherited weakness and
tendency to lung disease, or if bis health le
been broken down by any of the debiltating
causes of which I have spoken, an attack of less

severity will be able to start a catarrhal phthisi
in his lung. We may have this disease rnfln]l8g
a very rapid course, and terminating in froenis

weeks to four or five months, with all the 6

dences of a catarrhal pneumonia, passing in
a chronie form, with marked fever,night sweat

and breaking down of the lung tissue, and the

patient slowly sinking, and finally dying hes
are cases of galloping consumption, 'c

catarrhal phthisis. There are one or t
toms occurring during its course to hich I
shall allude more particularly towai-d theed
the hour.

In the more common form the d seas 1

usually se severe or general fromthe egIf
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but it begins like a common cold, and is, I am an uncertain time, pretty welI. Anotherattack
sorry to say, often mistaken for an ordinary cold. similar to the first occurs, perhaps after two
The patient does not trouble himself mucli about months, or perhaps after a longer period. This
it,but thinks that it is an ordinary cold, such as attack is more marked, and the nature f the
hebas often had, and that le will be well in a disease more easily determined; but 1 bave lac
few days. If such a patient was carefully ex- cases wlere there had been evîdence of at least
amined, it would be found, instead of there five or six attacks, and wiere their nature had
being an ordinary cold, by which we mean a neyer been recognized until after a perioi of
catarrh of the upper air passages, that there was nine or ten months, and not until the disease,
considerable febrile action, more than usually whichlhad at frst involved only a trifling spot,
occurs with a simple coryza, or a simple catarrh had involved a considerable portion of the lung.
of the throat. This is the history of three out of four cases

On carefully examining the lungstherewould cf so-caled consntimption They commence as
lfotuid, at sonie parts, phlysical signs indicat- ordinary colds ; the patient 'will tell you that

iga sliglt degree of catarrh Of the small tubes he ias a neglected cold, whieh has fnallysettled
aàd air celîs. The points wliere you wvill msually itself upon the hing. The probabilities are that
Snd these signs are at the apex andi the root of this was an attack of catarrhal pneumenia, in-
the Iungs. The physical signs that, as a rule, volving a ma l spot of the lung, and as each

ynwill imeet ivith, are sucli as these: in the attack lias occurred, it bas involved the affected
place, they erely indicate congestion of spot, causing an extension of the inflammation,

lugtsuand a sliglit catarrh, feebleness of un.til finally the exudation lias passed into a
the respiration, with prolonged expiration, and fheesy state, the tissue rf the lune las becoe
Du drleep bretthng, or afnter coughing, you involved an h brokn down, and phthisis as

bhcave a few sub-crepitant râles; or there restnlted.
ay lie more marked catarrh; theni we -will have d would, theefore, dwell on the extreme nm-

30norous and ibilant rles, with more copious portance of recognizing the early stage f this
Sul-crepitant râles ; or lastly, the attack may be disease, and it is oly by a minute physical ex-
Scattended ewit a large amount of exuation; anation that we are enabled to tenl whether a
heI there will be a rlig t impairment of reso- patient wh lias a feverish cold tlas a simple
DnUce, a litte difference on the affected side, as catarrh Of the upper air p a na lyet Ca-
Seepatr cel Tuhe. nr t here youwiealthy lun y tarrhal pneumenia. Any patient whoa hat

d teesPignst ar rat er p hare l and blow- catarrhal pneumonia, ne iatter hnw small the
ugthe piration prolonci, and the râles aflected spot may be, is in dalnger of aving it

ln ked. remain and pass into a catarral plithisis or de
t r these are the physical sigus met wit in velop tubercanlosis. It is of the greatet import-

erRyized pun onary catarrh, whr d at s, in real- ance te recognize catarrlial peumnia, becase,
while it av truc that, ater the disese lias

a You see that these are very sligst vlved a large portion of the lung, wiah destru-
u8,a~ uniess the physician iswideawake and tion of its tissue, an entire cure is impossible

Xarcination very minute, they will very it is equally true that in the early stage, before
eYbeentirely overlooked. If you siplyirun destruction lias occurrd, the prcetsis cura

ay be morthe hest, without removing the bI, in the majority f cases. It is only in t-sE
ooat and vestiyou ill be sure te mistake the cases where the constitutional tendency or thi
s ,afre;the attacky. individual pcuiiarity a very miarked, that we

the eril sigls pass away in from two :or find a resistance te our treatsent in ti be
tnce a~ 8 it faweekn and the patient appears te cinning of the attack. I think it is ne exagge
aregit his urdinar u eaith.e l ,as a ration te sau that the great majority of cases a
,te exptoration whcl diinisge s, and t e consumption are curable in the early stages

remared reanadpsanoacaara hhsso e

y nt a simple, dry, ackin coughl. We wili hereafter sec low fax it is curable i

lus e usiness, and continues, f ir the iater stages.

-

-.
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Suppose the patient does not consult us in the
early stages, but after some period of time has
elapsed, what will be the conditions present ? I
lave a number of patients here who illustrate
these conditions. After the acute stage has
passed it leaves behind certain changes in the
lung, and the patient presents certain general
symptoms. Let us first study these general
symptoms. They vary greatly, according to the
state of the local trouble, but much more accord-
ing to the individual peculiarity. Sometimes a
patient with positive lesions in the lung will
seem to be in ordinary health, keeping his flesh
very well.

Now, here is a lad who has a sinall circum-
scribed cavity under the clavicle. He had when
he came in a catarrhal phthisis of the left apex,
profuse night sweats, quite rapid emaciation,
and marked physical signs, but no spitting of
blood. The acute stage passed away, but has
left beliind an induration of this upper right
lobe; lie has gained in flesh, the night sweats
have stopped, and lie bas the appearance of
being in pretty good health for a person who bas
been confined so long in a large hospital. Some
patients, then, will present alnost ordinary
health, with scarcely any febrile action, with
little cougli and expectoration, and they will
scarcely believe you when you tell them of the
local disease in the lung. More frequently

yon will fInd that such patients present a his-
tory of recurring febrile attacks.

Now, for instance, this man, Fisher, who bas
a catarrhal phthisis of the whole upper lobe
of the right side, with only small centres of
disease scattered throughout the lobe, not giving
rise to any marked dulness, but causing im-
paired expansion of the upper part of the right
lung, weakness of respiration, prolonged expi-
ration, and on coughing or deep breathing
slight mucous râles, indicating that the lung
has passed into a state of degeneration, leav-
ing, I fear, little ulcerated spots, bas presented
in the highest degree these occásional febrile
attacks.

If while lie is feeling perfectly well a change
of weather occurs, or lie makes some unusual
exertion, or sometimes without any apparent
cause, he will have a little creep, followed by
fever. He will feel a little sick and lie down,
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but in the course of twenty-four h ours he again
feels better. He has more cough, and examin-
tion shows the physical signs to be more iarked,
I« suppose that since lie bas been under my
observation lie has had eight or ten of these it-
tacks. Such attacks are highly characteristicof
catarrhal phthisis in its chronic variety. The
patients become so susceptible to any disturbing
cause that they will have such attaclkseven under
the best of care, and with every attack you will
observe that there has been a fresh development
at some part of the lung, usually around the,
affected area. These occasional febrile- attacks
the patient ascribes to fresh colds, and there i
a certain amount of truth in this, because there
is, with each attack, an extension of the catar-
rhal process.

During the whole course of the disease there
is apt to be some irregular febrile action. This
varies much in different persons ; for instance,
this patient is almost entirely free froin fever;
this next man has more marked febrile action,.
with a morning tenperature of 98° and an even-
ing temperature of 99.5°; while this one bas a
continued febrile action; and his morning ten-
perature is never down to normal. As the
disease advances and the system becomes more
and more broken down, the fever assumes 
marked hectic type.

I have now a patient under mny care, with
.catarrl- phthisis, in whom the morning tem.

perature is never below 102°, and the evemnolg
teniperature 104°, 105°, or 107°. I0 have found
lier sitting up in bed, feeling pretty comfor
able, with a temperature of 107.50; but, c
course, this high fever is only seen in exceP
tional cases, where the system is strongly pre
disposed to fever, or where the local press
highly irritating,

With this fever we are very apt to fnd riign
sweats, and, popularly, these are regardgas
certain signs of the existence of consumpti
As a rule, however, night sweats are onlY
evidence that the patient bas had bectò fe
and that after the fever there has be6n is
accompanied by sweating. Generally,t
not very injurious, but sometimues they re
cessively profuse, and thus cause eïihuS
Thus, in the lad, the fever was not
but the night sweats were very obSt
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resisted almost every known remedy for that
condition. Sometimes, after a patient has re-
covered from a catarrhal attack, lie is very
much predisposed to profuse sweating. When
this occurs, it is a very significant sympton. I
have repeatedly had patients, who were suffer-
ing from night sweats in a very marked form,
tell me that some years previously, after getting
a slight cold, tbey had troublesome night sweats
for three or four veeks, which had been stopped
by treatinent.

You will occasionally meet with cases in
which the hectic fever and night sweats are so,

pronounced thattheymislead you as to the nature
of the trouble. You may mistake it for malarial
fever. Sometimes the patient will tell you that
he was perfectly well until he had an attack of
chille and fever. On examination, you will find
thathe also had a little cough and expectoration.
n such cases the patient has had a slight catar-

Thal pneumonia, with the hectic fever and sweats
ell marked ; but after the attack has passed

nito the chroni forn the chills and fever have
becone more moderate. Hence, when a patient
presents a history of an appaý'ent malarial attack,
aid if lie lias a slight cough, you should study
he lungs very carefully. Night sweats are then

afrequent syinptom of phthisis; but,as a general
mule, they are not to be regarded so much as
causiug harm as the hectic fever which causes

Al these patients present marked anSmia.
There is great imnpairment in the power of the

ooèmaking apparatus. They lose the power
7" keeping up their circulation under exposure,
nd are apt to have cold hands and feet, althouglh
U will oftei find that the palmof the hand
hs with a liectie flush. Yod will also usually

cognize the well-known hectie flush upon the
cheek, whih gives a deceptive appearance of
healtb

' of flesh is a very constant symptom,
iore so than you would think if you

wliat your patients tell you, for they
n insist upon it that they are keeping

r wecght In some of these cases there is a
eblindness 0 the part of the patient as to
ne condition. There is only one way to,

e the question, and that is to weigh the
se1f I long ago adopted the plan of

weighing myphthisis patients at short intervals,
in order that I might know the effect of phthisis
upon this point ; and as a matter of fact, I think
you will find that no one symptom is more
worthy of study or more important as showing
the condition of the patient, than this variation
in the weight. If a patient, although his cough
and expectoration continue unchanged, is slowly
gaining in weight, I think it is a most favour-
able sigan but if a patient continues to lose
weight, while the other symptoms improve, I
consider it an unfavourable omen. This loss of
flesh is sometimes very rapid, rendered so by
the high degree of fever, the copious purulent
expectoration, and the intermittent attacks of
diarrhoea, of which I shall speak more particu-
larly in a few minutes. Sometimes it is very
slow, and the patient will keep his weight for
some time.

Loss of strength and shortness of breath is
always presented by these patients. They give
out on the least exertion, and this exertion
causes considerable shortness of breath. The
shortness of breath is cauûsed partly by loss
of power in the respiratory muscles and heart,
and partly by the actual crippling of the lungs;
butwhen the patient is quiet you will be amazed
to find how little they suffer from shortness of
brcath. I do not suppose that one of these five
men before yon suffers from any conscious shork
n-ss of breath. This seens to be due to the
fact that, as the lung is involved, there is a
corresponding vastiing of the solids and of the
blood, and a corresponding diminution in the
chemistry of the body ; there is less blood to be
oxidized, and consequently a snaller amount of
pulmonary tissue suflices.

Cough is a very constant symptom ;'few pa-
tients are free from it ; but I have had patients
corne to me and say that they have not coughed
for several mionths. The cough of catarrhal
phthisis varies according to th- stage of the dis-
ease. In the early stage, during the acute attack,
the cougli is troublesome. This subsides and
becomes of a hacking character, occurring at
short intervals, but frequently leaving the pa-
tient free at nights. As the disease advances,
and the exudation breaks down, yo will find
that the couglihecomes more severe and harder,
and is apt to occur especially at certain times

253
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of the day, particularly if a cavity bas formed,
which fills up, and coughing comes on, and it is
emptied. This may occur with the regularity
of clockwork. When the cough is hard and
spasmodic, particularly when matter is raised
from the lover part of the lung, it may excite
vomiting, which may prove a troublesome com-
plication.

The matters expectorated are, in the early
period of the case, simply catarrhal products
and clear mucus; as the disease progresses they
become streaked with yellow, and later they
acquire a solid, yellow character, floating in a
certain amount of bronchial serum or mucus.
It is impossible to determine the state of the
lung fron the character of the sputa, for sputa
having all these characters may be produced at
any stage, because,.while the lesions at one part
may have reached the final stage, they may at
another point be just beginning. The patient
may have a severe phthisis, and raise very little,
while another with a small amount of disease
may raise a large amount. We must, therefore,
conclude that a large amount of the expec-
torated matters come from the bronchial mucous
membrane.

In many cases you will find that the patient
complains of local pains about the chest. These
apparently depend upon small local attacks of
pleurisy,or sometimes upon attacks of muscular
rheumatism, to which such patients are exceed-
ingly liable, on account of the relaxation of the
whole system.

There are certain special symptoms which
may occur during the course of phthisis, to
which I will now allude. The first of these,
hmmoptysis, or spitting of blood, is a symptom
universally dreaded, and always regarded as a
certain sign of consumption; but I know of no
symptom whose significance is so much misun-
derstood. There is no difficulty in recognizing
when a patient has homoptysis; the character

of the blood and the way in which it is raised
wil indicate its origin; but it is very difficult
to decide upon the precise spot from which it
comes. Undoubtedly, in the larger number
of cases, it comes from the bronchial mucous
membrane, especially of the smaller. tubes.
In other cases it comes from the capillaries
of the lung. In others from a vessel of con-

siderable size which lias been opened by ulcera.
tion.

In what condition does it generally take
place i We notice it in many cases at the
very beginning of the attack. Now, as long as
it was the habit to say there was a deposit oV
tubercle in the lung, and the irritation froin
this deposit caused the homoptysis, hemorrhage
was regarded as a sign of tuberculosis of the
lung; but as a matter of fact, those cases that
have hemorrhage are least apt to have tuberle.
In tubercle, as I have described it to you,:ne
blood-vessels exist; no anatomist has been able
to discover any capillaries in it ; and when it
forms in the wall of a blood vessel, a clot forins,
and the vessel is closed. Where you meet with ý'
hemoptysis in aperson who bas been apparently
well, you will find that it usually occurs from
an acute attack of catarrhal pneumonia or con-
gestion of the lng.

We thus see that hæmoptysis is most fre-
quently an evidence of acute congestion
acute catarrhal disease, and that it generally.
occurs at the very beginning of the attack, and
that when it appears during the progress of the
chronic form it will usually be found that

each attack of hæmoptysis marks an acute ex-
tension of the disease.

I have a few more remarks to make in

gard to hemorrhage, which I shall defer Èntil'

we meet next week-edical and Su
Reporter.

DIAGNOSIS OF BRAIN DISEASE

The April number of the .owrnal of Ner
and Mental Disease contains an extremelyin
resting and able review of Nothnagel's work on

"hThe Local Diagnosis of Cerebral Diseases
Clinical Study," of which we present thefl

ing abstract. The opinions of Prof. Nothnage

are fairly embodied in the conclusions with hi

he ends the discussion of the sympato9
of the lesions of each particular regio

brain. The first part considered is the cereb5h

lum:
1. CEREBELLAR AFFECTIONS Inayre,

latent and defy diagnosis. This is regul5à Y, a

case with permanent ordestroying lesin8lO94d
in one hemisphere.
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. Space-limiting lesions niay, on the other
hand, produce manifold and complex phe-
noinena.

3. As characteristic of cerebellar disease, we
reckon only disturbances of co-ordination, espe-
cially a reeling gait with vertigo. These symp-
oms are also present in other central nervous

affections, and cannot, therefore, be regarded as
pathognomonie. The presence of cerebellar
disease must be assumed from the sum of the

,positive and negative synptoms.
4. Cerebell ar reeling al ways indicates a func-

tional implication of the middle lobe, whether
thisbe the original seat of the disease, or whether
it is only embarrassed by crowding or pressure.

5. Disorders of co-ordination and vertigo may
ewanting where the disease is located chiefly

in the hemispheres, and, exceptionally, they may
betwanting when tumours of slow growth are
localized directly in the vermis. If an affection
situated in the posterior cranial region, below
the tentorium, is suspected on other grounds in
those cases, the diagnosis of original or secondary
disease of the cerebellum can only be approxi-
native. It cannot be proved.

6 Aside from those noted under head 3, no
* symptoms are at present known that can be
considered as expressive of disorder of the cere-

llar functions. Perhaps certain disorders of
speech (anarthria [J in extensive atrophy of the

ceebellum) may be so considered, but this is
not certain.

Vomiting, when continuous and severe,
faysupport the diagnosis of cerebellar disease,
ut it is not conclusive since it occurs in other

ebral diseases. It is absent altogether in
estroymng lesions, and is by no means regularly

Presént in crowding lesions.
b The same is true of amblyopia and amau-
s respectively, choked disk and optic neuro-
nSifitis.

Headache is present only in cases of crowd-
or pressure lesions. Its fixed locality in the
p region under certain circumstances may

8  cerebellar disorder, but is no more con-
USve nthis respect than its location in the

region would be in an opposed sense.

he ost various disturbances in the
5 off cerebral and spinal motor and sen-

nerves may attend cerebellar disease, but

only in case of pressure lesions. They have,
therefore, no diagnostic value, but are liable to
mislead: Nevertheless, sometimes, some one
symptom may be isolated, which will permit a
closer local diagnosis. Thus, comnplete right-
sided paralysis of the whole facial indicates that
the tumour is on the right side, and pronounced
hemiplegia indicates that it is on the under
surface. But positive conclusions must be
guarded against.

11. Psychic disorders are absent except under
such circumstances as may develop them in
any lesion of the brain.

12. The author, in contradistinction to Hugh-
lings Jackson, holds that tetanus, either of the
neck or of the whole body, is not of any value
in local diagnosis. * ' * *

CRURA CEREBELL.--As regards lesions of
these parts, he concludes that only those of the
medium crus to the pons afford a symptom that
is at all diagnostic. It consists in a peculiar
deviation of the eyes, the one downward and
outward, and the other upward and inward, the
body turned* in the direction toward which both
eyes (apart from their dii'ection in a vertical
sense) are directed. Thus far, clinical observa-
tion has demonstrated these symptoms as at-
tending no other lesions than those of the
middle cerebellar peduncle. Other symptoms
that may attend lesions of the cerebellar ernra
are conjugate deviation of the head, eyes, and
body, vertigo, and inclination to fall to one side
or the other. The conjugate deviations are
sometimes toward and sometimes away from
the side of the lesion- the cause of this discre-
pancy being unknown.

PoNs VARo LIL.-The diagnosis of local lesions
of pons varolii is treated at length. Recent
hemorrhages into this part can be diagnosed
with certainty only when the special cross
paralysis is present, but it may be regarded as
probable when the attack is accompanied by
general convulsions and contraction of the pu-
pils and is followed by death within a few hours.
The following are the diagnostic features:

1. Stationary intra-pontine destroying lesions
may produce disorder of, the function of the
motor, sensory, and vaso-motor nerves of the
extremities, and of the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th (),
l th (?), and 12th cranial nerves. Pressure
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lesions may produce symptoms indicative of
implication of the 9th and 10th nerves.

2. The number of nerves involved varies
according to the size and seat of the lesion,
thoughi it is not possible to say with certainty
froin the nerves involved what part (in cross
section) of the pons is injured.

3. In many cases stationary lesions of the
pons produce the same symptoms as some of
those of the cerebrum, and cannot be distin-
guished from them.

Dys-and anarthria being more frequeut with
lesions of the pons than with other localized
lesions, except those in the medulla, point with
a certain degree of probability to the former.

5. Tumours and destroying lesions of the
pons have a peculiar character in the presence
of alternate paralysis. This forms, when pre-
sent, the most imp'ortant diagnostic mark, but
it is not pathognomic, since it also occurs in
basal affections. In the latter case, however,
we have to do with slow chronic disorders. A
sudden appearance of this symptom indicates
almost certainly a lesion of the pons.

6. This alternate paralysis involves the
motor and sensory nerves of the extremities
of the side opposite the lesion and the trigemi-
nus, abducens, facial (auditory?) and hypoglos-
sus of the same side. Within these limits the ex-
tent of the paralysis nay vary in different cases.

7. The paralysis of the extremities, motor as
well as sensory (and vaso-motor ») is always
contralateral to the lesion, but implications of
the cerebral nerves inentioned under 6, may be
either on the opposite or on the same side.

8. Whether conjugate ocular paralysis of the
external rectus on one, and the internal rectus
on the other side, is characteristictof lesions of
the pons, is still uncertain.

9. Though anæsthesia is more frequent with
lesions of the pons than with those of the cere-
brui, it is not of diagnostic value. As regards
the implication of special nerves, as of the abdu-
cens, if on the same side with the lesions of the
brain, as shown by associated symptoms, it in-
dicates almost certainly that the lesion is located
in the pons.

10. DifBculty in swallowing and disturbances
of respiration and circulation may be corrobora-
tive, but they are not fundamental.

11. Ataxia appears in exceptional cases of
disease of the pons, and it would not, therefore
contra-indicate their diagnosis as such. Its
relative frequency in cerebellar disease, how.
ever, lessens its value as a syniptom of pontine
disease.

12. The various so-called impulsive move.
ments, such as backward, pendulum movements
of the members, etc., are only accidents, and
therefore of no diagnostic value. Lateral deca.
bitus, or moving or drawing to one side, have
not been observed in man, except with implica
tion of the crus cerebelli in the lesion.

13. Spastic phenoinena limited to a single
group of muscles are rare, and can assist the
diagnosis only with a special combination of
symptoms, such, for example, as trismus.

14. Epileptiform convulsions are not presen,
in stationary lesions and tumours, but they have
a certain diagnostic value in cases of recent
hemorrhage and embolisi.

15.. Sensory phenomena are not among the

probable symptoms of diseases of the pons, an
as yet there have been too few observations as.

regards the auditory nerve. Still the appear-
ance of unilateral disturbance of hearing must
be taken into consideration in forming a diagno
sis. Contracted pupils, when present ini an

apoplectic attack, possibly point to the pons.
16. Vomiting, beadache, and vertigo are pre-

sent in pressure lesions of the pons under the

saie conditions in which they appear in other,.

portions of the brain. * * *

LEsIoNs oF THE MEDULLA can only be diag-
nosed with approximate certainty, and then

only in a small number of cases. The mocst dis-

tinctive features are dependent on implication 'of

the cerebral nerves, and the most imprtant

them are dysphagia, aphonia, and disturbances

of respiration and circulation. The paraly

may be either hemiplegic or paraplegi, bu
pronounced anoesthesia has not, as yet, been
observed with these symptoms.

OF LESIONs OF THE CRURA CEREBR, the
thor says, the characteristic symptoin is pamsdy
sis of the motor oculi, usually involving

branches, on the same side with the lsiO

opposite the paralysis of the extreniuties.

may also appear with basal lesions, but"
paralysis, both of the members and notor -l9
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is sudden and simultaneous, a lesion of the crus

may be presurned. * * *
DIsEASEs OF THE TUBEROULA QUADRIGEMINA

are rare in medical literature, and only a few
observations could be utilized for fixing the
question as to local diagnosis. From these, the
conclusion was deduced that disease of the ante-
rior pair almost always is accompanied with
impairment or loss of vision. This symptom is
not to be referred to the optic lobes necessarily,
ý'nless, with non-reacting pupils, it be of sudden

appearance, and accompanied by other symptoms
of local disease, and absence of posterior oph-
thalmic symptoms.

Lesions of the posterior are accompanied (not
invariably) with paralysis of (certain branches?)
the motor oculi, but the presence or absence of
this symptom is not sufficient for diagnosis.
Theparalysis may be bilateral with an unilateral
lesion, and in this case, if unattended with
paralysis of the rembIsers, it suggests the optic
lobes as the part involved. Disorders of equi-
librium and co-ordination like those accompany-
ing cerebellar disease, are also sometimes
observed. * * *

LESIoNs oF TUE OPTIc TiHALAMI exhibit the
folowing symptoms:

1 and 2. An absolute diagnosis of isolated
Biona is impossible at present, except under

specially favourable circumstances, for the
imptoms are ambiguous.
3. Motor paralysis does not support the diag-

noms of thalamnic lesions, and wben it exists we
Eust assume the implication of other parts, even
though the thalamus be the part principally
lSSolved.

4 and 5. The same is true of anoesthesia. If
urbances of sensibility, dependent on injury

that portion of the inner capsule which passes
* thalamus, should occur, they might enable
to say that the lesion is situated in or near
e thalamus, but they would not establish the

tence cf thalamic disease. The same is
of vas-motor tracts.
and. Though disturbances of vision may

OC5rhether in the form of contralateral am-
or homonymous hemiopia, cannot be

ey are not of great diagnostic value
hey also appear with lesions of other lo-

he same estimate may be placed on

the diagnostic value of Lemichorea, athetosis
and unilateral tremour.

8, 9, and 10. Increase or diminution of reflex
excitability is not indicative of thalamic lesions,
but, possibly, disturbances of the muscular sense
and disorders of psycho-motor actions are.

In conclusion, thalamie lesions may be rea-
sonably conjectured under specially favourable
conditions, but they cannot be diagnosed with
certainty. * * *

CORPOLA STRIATA.-As most cerebral hemor-
rhages occur in these parts, the symptoms of
them coincide pretty well with those of typical
hemiplegia. Of late years the anatomy of the
brain has been revised, and the corpora striata
have been shown to consist of several physiolo-
gically distinct parts. More exact localization
is now possible than was formerly the case,
Our author studies separately lesions of six
different localities in the striated bodies, viz.:
Those of the leuticular nucleus; those of the
caudate nucleus; those' of the anterior portion
of the internal capsule; those involving either
the lenticular or caudate nucleus, with, at the
same time, the anterior portion of the internai
capsule; those of the posterior portion of the
internal capsule; and those affecting Only the
lenticular nucleus or the optic thalamus, with
the posterior portion of the internal capsule or
the adjoining part of the radiant crown of Reil.
His conclusions are as follows:

1 and 2. Destroying lesions of the corpus
striatum may produce contralateral motor, sen-
sory and vaso-motor paralysis, and if they be
not extremely smnall they regularly cause motor
hemiplegia.

3. If the lenticular or caudate nucleus alone
be involved, the hemiplegia may graclually dis-
appear; but if the internal capsule be affected,
either alone or with the gray nuclei, the paraly-
sis is permanent. In these permanent paraly-
ses (i. e., in lesions of the internal capsule)
secondary contractures frequently occur.

4. The motor hemiplegia from stationary
destroying lesions affects, regularly, both extre-
mities of one side and the inferior branch of
the facial, the muscles of the trunk usually being
paretic. Thse hypoglossalnerve is either wholly
unaffected or only affected in the beginning ;
it is not often permanently involved. In rare
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cases the extremities of the facial nerve (includ-
ing its upper division) are involved alone.

5. lesions of the lenticular nucleus cannot
be differentiated from those of the caudate
nucleus.

6. If the lesion be limited to the anterior
portion of the corpus striatum (which is supplied
by the lenticulo-striate artery), motor paralysis
is the only symptom.

7. In some cases hemi-anscsthesia is associ-
ated with the hemipiegia. Besides the paralysis
of common sensation, the nerves of sight, hear-
ing, taste, and smell may be impaired, though
their impairment is not an essential part of the
hemi-anæsthesia.

8. The hemi-anesthesia indicates the impli-
cation of the posterior portion of the inner
capsule with the adjoining foot of the radiant
crown. Still lesions may exist in the posterior
section of the capsule between the optic thala-
mus and the lenticular nucleus without causing
anæsthesia.

9. Usually the motor and sensory paralysis
disappear together, but exceptionally the former
leaves and the latter reníains.

10. Sometimes vaso-motor disturbances occur
in the paralyzed members, indicating a lesion
in the posterior part of the internal capsule.

11. Though hemichorea often accompanies
anesthesia, its relations to lesions of the parts
of the corpus striatum already described cannot
be stated.

CORTEX CEREBRI.-The conclusions deduced
from an analysis of a large number of carefully
reported observations are:

1. Disease of the superficies of the brain (the
gray matter and the white medullary substance
directly underneath it) sometiues causes marked
phenomena and sometimes causes none.

2 and 3. Psychic disorders and dysphasic and
aphasic phenomena point to cortical lesion.
True, aphasia may occur without cortical lesion
(in lesion of the centrum ovale), but these cases
are so rare that the rule as stated may be ac-
cepted as the basis of diagnosis.

4. In purely ataxie aphasia the first locality
to be suspected as the seat of lesion is the third
left frontal convolution, but the possibility of a
lesion of the insula must also be considered.

5. If, as appears probable from some observa-

tions, lesions of other parts of the brain may
cause aphasia, it occurs so rarely that the loca-
tion indicated must be first suspected. It is
impossible from the character of the speech dis.
order to decide on the locality of the lesion. .

6. Word-deafness indicates, most probably, a
lesion of the left parietal lobe, particularly the
third temporal convolution.

7. Hemiopia by itself is not conclusive evi.
dence of cortical lesions. If it appear suddenly
as the only symptom, perhaps after an apopee-
tic attack, with negative ophthalmoscopic ap.

pearances, it may be regarded as presumptive
evidence of such lesion, most probably in the
occipital region.

8. Tnilateral disturbances of vision may,
occur with cortical lesions, but nothing can be
stated in regard to their value in local diagnosis.
Hitherto, they have been observed only with
diffuse cortical lesions.

9. Disorders of cutaneous sensibility have no
diagnostic value for cortical disease.

10. The conjecture is offered, hesitatingly,
that unilateral disorder of the muscular sense
when it appears as the only symptoim, perhaps
indicates a lesion of the parietal lobes.

11. Motor disorders accompany cortical
lesions, and under certain conditions they enable
us to locate them.

12. Sometimes the paralysis takes the form
of ordinary cerebral hemiplegia, such as is cOm
monly observed with lesions of the striate body,
and it may or may not be accompanied with
secondary contractures. ln such a case diaO
sis is impossible. The assumption of a cortical
lesion would be supported if aphasia co-existed,
but even then the paralysis may be dependent
on a lesion of the striate body, associated with
one of the third frontal convolution. A single
ptosis co-existing with paralysis of the extem

ties, and of the facial and hypoglossal nervesl

makes it probable that a cortical lesion is pre
sent. Pronounced disorders of sensibiity
occurring with notorhcmiplogia, indiate
that the lesion is not cortical, or that if it beccr-
tical it is very extensive, and extends deepIymt
the medullary substances.

13, 14, 15. Cortical paralyses axe fregaen
monoplegias, partial hemiplegias, isolated P

lysis of the facial and hypoglpssal, f th
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rarely of the leg, of the arm and leg, or arm
and face. When monoplegias exist, and their
intra-cerebral origin has been established, they
point, not with absolute certainty, but with
great probability, to cortical lesion; though
their precise form and development does not at
ail indicate this origin.

16, 17. Certain motor phenomena, as convul-
sions linited to certain muscular regions, and
connected later with paralysis of the parts, are
of great diagnostic value. They indicate with a
high degree of probability the existence of cor-
tical disease. In some cases, the elonie convul-
sions first make their appearance in paralyzed
muscles, and in such the presence of a cortical
lesion may be assumed.

18. In other cases the motor phenomena as-
sume the character of an epileptic attack, but
with this peculiarity, the spasms always begin in
the same group of muscles. This form of convul-
sion always appears subsequent to a paralysis.
Itispresumptive evidence of cortical lesion. *

Lesions of the remaining portions of the brain
cannot, according te Nothnagel's conclusions,
be diagnosed with certainty.

INJECTnoN oF CHoLeROOM IN LUMBAGo.-E.
W, a farmer, was attacked about the middle
cf iMarch last with lumbago, by which lie was
confined to bis bed eleven weeks. Had been
treated duringthis time with tonics and counter-
irritation, etc., without benefit. I found him,
June loth, lying upon the bed, unable to rise

hstliout assistance; severe pains in back and
wbs while sitting.

injected ten drops of cliloroform in the
mbar region on the riglit side, giving great

ininfort. In three days after I injected fifteen
Mo nIore upon the left side. In ten days he

as able to go about comfortably and slept well,
hereas before he scarcely slept at all. He is
nW (uly 12th) well, following bis usual occu-

S pain accompanying the injection was
ere, lasting ten or fifteen minutes. For the

of this a cold compass was applied over
for half an hour, with great benefit.

radford, M. D., Butler, Ky., from
lfed{ecal News.

A RARE CA SE OF VASO-MOTOR
NEUROSIS OF THE LOWER

~EXTREMITY.
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At a late meeting of the Société Médicale
des Hopitaux (Gazette Hebdomadaire, April 9,
1880), M. Straus read a paper on the following
rare cases of vaso-motor neurosis of the lower
extremity. A man, thirty-five years old, a
business emyloyé, entered the Tenon Hospital
on the 19th of June, 1879, on account of
rheumatic pains in the right shoulder and left
foot. He Lad no fever, no cardiac compli-
cation; the pains lasted for eight days, and
rapidly yielded to rest and salicylate of soda.
The patient was considered convalescent, when
M. Straus observed on the left lower extremity
the following curious vaso-motor phenomena :

Even when the patient is .lying down, the
foot and toes of the left side are the seat of mark-
ed turgescence with obliteration of the course of
the tendons and red coloration of the skin. To
the touch, there is a noticeable increase of

temperature, in comparison with the healthy
side. This turgescence, which is in nowise
painful, does not extend beyond the ankle. The
articulations of the foot and tarsus are entirely
free and painless. When the patient is sitting

down, with the legs hanging, the swelling and
coloration of the membrane increases, especially
on the toes and front part of the foot, without
extending beyond the instep, The standing-
position still further increases the symptom,
which reaches its maximum when the patient
has taken a few steps; then the foot and toes
of the left side become violet,as if phlegmonous,
and the veins become conspicuous under the
skin. There is no trace of varicose veins,

Walking is very painful, and can only be
done on the heel alone: the patient cannot
wear bis shoe on the left foot; there is no

paresis, or atrophy of the muscles, which
respond readily to electricity.

He says that on several occasions, during ten
years of military service, after being fatigued,
or after forced marches, lie bas felt pain and
swelling in the left foot, which prevented hin
from walking for several days, or even weeks.
He was under treatment for rheumatic pains,
neuralgia, etc.
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These singular vaso-motor phenomena con-
tinued during the two months that the patient
remained in the hospital. Théy were analyzed
with care, especially the differences of tempera-
ture. Minute measurements were made almost
daily, and sliowed a constant difference between
the foot on the left, and that on the right side,
increasing from 2 to 4 degrees centigrade, and
varying according as to whether the patient
was lying down, standing, had walked, had his
legs covered, etc.

On the 6th of August, 1879, le was so much
better that he could put on his shoes, he could
walk, and was taken to Vincennes; but the
vaso-motor paralysis still continued, as well as
the thermie modifications.

During the past winter the patient has been
able to'resume his trade, and to take quite long
walks, but in spite of the severe cold he could
not put his feet near the fire. The left foot is
always turgid and highly coloured, and between
the two extremities the difference of tempera-
ture is 1.50 centigrade.

M. Straus refers to the important paper of
Dr. Weir Mitchell, which appeared recently,
and relates to cases which are almost identical
(On a Rare, Vaso-Motor Neurosis of the Extrem-
ities, in the Anerican Journal of the M4fedical
Sciences, July, 1878). He also recalls analogous
facts observed by M. Vulpian and M. Sigerson,
and, finally, to a recent observation by Mr.
Allen Sturge, of London (see American Journal
of the Medical Sciences, ,Tuly,1879, p. 258). Per-
haps the disease is not so rare as it bas appear-
ed to be, and is often confused with rheuma-
toid conditions, paralysis, varicose veins, etc.
M. Straus finishes lis communication by a com-
parison between this vaso-motor neurosis and
that described by M. Maurice Raynaud, under
the title of local asphyxia and symmetrical
gangrene of the extremities.

Do the vaso-motor disturbances in question
(whethcr. thy be of a vaso-paralytic or of a
vaso-dilative origin) relate, as thinks Dr. Weir
Mitchell, to a disturbance of the vaso-motor
medullary centres? M. Straus does not dare
to decide, but he inclines toward an opinion
broached by M. Vulpian on the subject of
symmnetrical gangrene of the extremities, and
according to which these vaso-motor disturb-

ances would not necessarily proceed from a
central spinal origin; they could result froi
the modifications (reflex or otherwise)sustained
by the nunerous peripheral ganglia which exist
near the termination of the nerves in the
vessels, and which control, in part, their inner-
vation. The clearly defined unilaterality of the
vaso-motor disturbances, in this case, seem to
be an argument against the spinal localization
of the disease.

M. Dujardin Beaumetz stated that he had
been attacked by symptons similar to those
described by M. Straus. But their etiology
was different. They appeared in consequence
of the rupture of the tendon of the left

patella.-American Journal of the Medical
Sciences.

THE CAUSE OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

Drs. DaCosta and Longstreth, of Philadek-
phia, contribute a most valuable article to the
July number of the Anerican Journal of Med.
Sciences, entitled "I Researches on the State
of the Ganglionic Centres in Bright's Disease."
From the investigations of a large number of
cases, extending over a period of several years,
they have arrived at the following conclusions
1. That in Bright's disease, especially in the
contracting kidney, there exists a constant
lesion of the renal plexus. 2. That while this

lesion might be looked upon as foring pa of
a general process of degeneration in connection-
with the kidney-disease, we think it is the
cause of the renal malady and precedes'he
degenerative changes. 3. That the diseased
condition of the ganglia furnishes the clue to,

the alterations of the vessels of the disease

kidney. 4. That siniilar changes, producwi

similar results, May exist in other ganglia; for
instance, in the cardiac plexus, explaining
hypertrophy of the heart. The details of isine.

cases are given, accompanied with illûitrat'9's
of the microscopical appearance ~of thflÇ

ganglia. Striking pathological changes ere

discovered in every case. For exa 'ning
ganglia the following method was" pursued.T
The kidneys and al the structuires in fron
the vertebral column, includig e aort

celiac axis, were removed. FrÔia tliO
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the solar plexus and its nerve-branches were
carefully separated. The ganglion was carefully
dissected while submerged in the preservative CERTAIN ANASTIETICS.
fluid, and that portion which gives off filaments
for distribution to the kidneys was examined B W IL LINGSTON, M.f., L.I.C.S.E,, D.C.L.e SUR

microscopicilly. Other portions of the ganglia GEON TO JOTEL DIEU, MONTREAL.

were also examined for comparison. No satis- bad before the Medico-Ohirorgical society, montreai.

factory results were obtained from the exam- There would seeni to be manch similaxity of
ination of the nerve trunks supplying the kid- action on the economy in the ethyls, methyls,
neys. The glanglionie cells showed fatty de- and formyls, and in their adaptability to anes-
generation, with oil globules and granular thetic purposes.
matter, their nuclei obscured. The basia sub- Chioroform for many years held its sway,
stance was fibrous and fatty, and granular undisputed save by ether; and in the daims of
changes were present. J. B. M. each the Atlantic Ocean seemedto dividethe two

-- _________________camps-British practitioners holding, in great
rneasurc, to the discovery of Simnpson; and Ame-

COCA IN THE OPIUM-HABIT.-Seeing in the rican practitioners to the anesthetic of the Bos-
May muuber of the News an article by Pro- ton sohool. (I naine not his name, for the
fessor Paliier, headed The Opium-habit-A moder Athens has not yet decided to whom to
Possible Antidote, I determined to give it a award priority in the introduction of ether.) In
trial, and now send you the following report Canada, chloroforrn has been more geuerally
of the resuit used. inay say, until within the past few

Mr. J. T. B. commenced using opium in years it has been used almost exclusively in
Âpril, 1862, for chronic diarrhoea contracted in hospitals and dispensaries. As I have not had
the late war. Since that time lie had used on any serions accident in the administration of
aaerage two ounces of opium a week. The jither anoesthetic, have corne to regard both

coca treatment commenced June 24th. On with confidence, and without misgivings.
t'he25th lie took ten grains opium, on tie 2 ath Stil deaths are now and then recorled from
tW grains morphia sulpi., on the 29 th one and ether, and more frequently stial from choro-
ahallgrains of morphia, July lst one grain of forn; andC in the hands, too, of tie most coa-

July 3rd three quarters cf a grain of petent. But 1 ae satisfied these untoward
US0rhia, and on the 5th, 7th and Oth one sixth resuts would be less frequent were the admin-

Pin 1 of morphia. Hie took th coca ad istrator of tither an sthetic to give is ndivid-
or whenever the systemr demanded the ed attention to is work, and not occupy hi-

DIna. Ile took, as above stated, opium u ond self as too often happens in surgical cases, with
ua1rph!mioe for several days. This lie did as we the Aoings of the operatord

VOè'JY believe, for fear the coca would not cure Stii, as already observed, deaths are record-
4ua, nd to-dhay says had lie to gyo over it again cd, and will doubtless continue to he recorded

rO~ud stop the opium at once. Àfter getting in tpi future. To reduce that number to the
"IM11drthe influence of the opim lie bad a minimum is the desire of us ail.

n ediarrhoea, wich was readily con- A couple of years ag, at the recomenda-
ten-grain doses sunitrate of bismusth. tion of Spencer Wells, I tade use of t e
lasben ear two weeks since lie took icliloride of Maehned alst clusiy i

'o t since the 9th'of hast prepared by J. Iobbins th o., Oxford Street,
t anag -day ooks like another man. THe London. It hias the colour, nearly the taste,

red, botnd ed dollarslfor and very nearly the OnnelI, of chloroform. 1
r igteen opium could see no difference in its action, an seeing

.......... nostwums siid to cure the opium- o difference in its action, but muci difference

ton J. Ilon, M.D., Orleans, Sd. in the price, discontinued it. SpencerWels
8e , aims that vomitin is less frequent ith tch

for; andeinwteh
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bichloride of methylene than with chloroform,
but as I have net observed voiniting from the
latter to be frequent when properly administer-
ed, I could see no difference in that respect.
In the hospital, and out of it, I have used
chloroform and ether indifferently ; in long and
tedious operations, generally inducing complete
anSsthesia with chloroform, and continuing
that condition with ether.

Not long ago attention was drawn in the
columns of the medical press, and chiefly by
Dr. R. J. Levis in the Philadelphi Medical
Times, to hydrobromic ether. I procured a
quantity of Wyeth's of Philadelphia, and the

results I shall briefly state te you.
It was administered, as I have been accus-

tomed te administer chloroform, on a thick
towel folded into a cone. The air was excluded

as I have been accustoned, except in old per-
sons, te exclude the air when giving chloro-

form or ether. But while never measuring the

quantity of chloroform, nor watching the pulse,
some attention was paid te these matters with
the new anoesthetic, measuring the quantity
and often noting the pulse.

I was first struck with the rapidity of action

of the bromide as compared with that of ether
or chloroform, in inducingcomplete ansthesia ;
and more still with the suddenness of the return

te consciousness. So sudden indeed was this
return that it appeared to some of those present

on certain occasions that the patient had nôt
slept at all.

In only one case was there difficulty in in-
ducing anosthesia. Upon a stout muscular
young man an attempt was too suddenly made,
and without any warning by my assistant, te
bring himn under the influence of the bromide.
Considerable cerebral excitement was manifest-
ed, and the violent muscular resistance offered
rendered the proper application of the towel
extremely difficult. This was the only excep-
tion to what was observed in all the other cases,

dcu1d have been easily avoiced by making
an equally rapid influence, but with a more
thorough assent on the part of the patient-the
greater ease with which this anesthetic is in-

halec facilitating its use. With the exception
noted there was scarcely any emotion, and no
struggling, save in the case of an infant, who

could form no appreciation of the ordeai to
which it was being subjected. As is the case
witli other anæsthetics, there was increased.
rapidity of the heart's action, and greater gen.
oral arterial tension, as Dr. Levis terms it;
With the increased frequency of the heart's
action, there is, as might be supposed, increas.
ed frequency in respiratory movements, but less
than with ether or chloroform ; and less heav-
ing than with the nitrous oxide gas.

In not one case have I noticed vomiting, and
this alone would seem te gîve it a great advan.
tage over chloroform, which, though occurring
more frequently with the latter than it should,
due in groat measure te faulty administration,
yet sonetimes occurring notwithstanding every
effort to prevent it.

The following notes of the exhibition of the
new antsthetic are not se complete as could be
desired. They may be premised by stating
that I was never accustomed to measure the
quantity of chloroform or of ether administered
to a patient ; nor during the employment of
either anSsthetic te pay any attention wha-

ever to the pulse. R arely if ever do £ feel the

pulse at the wrist or elsewhere, being firmly of
opinion that when dcath does take place, the
heart is always the last te register the un
toward event.

In the trial of the bromide of ethyl 1, for the

most part, disregarded the pulse, but when

noted it was recorded either by my colleague
Dr. 3runelle, or the interne, Mr. St. Jacques,
or my student, Mr. Bastian, or myself, but not

by' them or by myself, and for the reson

given, with anything approaching that exacV

ness which obtained in Paris when the an3

thetic 'was undergoing trial there. The flrst

trials were at the Hotel Dieu, then in the city,

and also at Beloeil.
Ist. Mrs, P. M., îot. 26. Reduction

femoral hernia. 5iiss., Bromide of Ethy

HBr.) Complete anSsthesia in two

which lad seven mini -t vees.

after I announced reduction, i. e., after emO

of the anSsthetic, patient was per e C

scious. Pulse was net noted in thi e

breathing was scarcely increased in

No stertor; no vomiting; and'the return

feot and sudden consciousness wasa a
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as after laughing gas. One cf the Sisters cf the

Hospital and Mr. Bastian were present.
2nd. Scirrhus Breas.-Mrs. -, St. 38.

Palse before operation was 74, and at no time
during operation above 80. Respiration was
scarcely influenced; and anesthesia was com-
plete in 55 seconds ; and was kept up for 18
minutes, with 5vss. of C, , Br. Hospital
staff present.

3rd. Double Club Foot.-Patient, St. 6
weeks. Complete anSsthesia in 30 seconds.
Continued during division of piantar-fascia and
posterior tibials. of both sides. Removal of
anesthetic was followed in less than four se-
conds by complete consciousness, and full and
entire wakefulness. Dr. Perrault, of St.
Hyacinthe, besides hospital staff, present.

4th. Hon. Mr. 0., tet. 55, for examination of
elbow joint. 5 ij. was administered; consider-
able excitement a-d struggling, from ano'sthetic

* having been too early removed. An additional
two draclms induced desired condition, and
almost immediately after its removal entire con-
soiousness returned. Dr. Brunelle present.

5th. Amputation above wristjoint.--Patient
o M., cf Beloeil, St. 72. Dr. Perrault, who

kindly administered anosthetic, was not in-
formed of its nature, and fou.nd its action satis-
factory. No record was inade of quantity in
his case. Complete coasciousness on removal
fnapkin.
* th. Talipes, double, same as case 3, above
luded to. It was now for division of both

tedones achillis. The anesthetic was given up
ame as in former instance, but the little
atient was allowed to sleep after the operation,
silsadvisable after chlioroform or other anos-

eiic. The above two operations were per-
mned at B3elil. Dr. Perrault present.
lth. Examination for stone in the bladder.-
hanled the anoesthetic in this instance to Dr.
nie, who administered it without having

made aware of its nature. I believe Dr. F
7 isfied w ith Mt

'h Qperation for Homorrhoids.-A woman
The quantity was small, not more
Anmsthesia was quickly produced,

epils removed, but not till complete
oat cf the sphincters of the bladder
ecm ad occurred. Notwithstanding

the complete anoesthesia which this accident
denoted, intellection was almost instantaneous
on removal of napkin.

9th. Anosthesia for the removal of a portion
of the lower jaw-bone in a middfle-aged person.
-The operation was a tedious one, and the
aniesthetic was continued during its perform-
ance, the nose and a part of the mouth being
covered with the napkin while the operation
was being' performned. Intoxication continued
in this case long after the operation was over
and the bromide withdrawn; the patient being
somewhat demonstrative in her friendship.
Several of liospital staff present.

It would serve no good purpose to mention
other cases where no features of special interest
were observable.

Bromide of ethyl has now, for a time at
least, taken the place of other anosthetics at
the Hotel Dieu ; and as no features of special
interest have been observed, none are here re-
corded. In private practice I have had occa-
sion to use it many times since I commenced its
use at the hospital, and from m- experience, so
far, I am disposed to give t the preference over
chloroform, on account of its milder and pleas--
anter action. Over ether it lias one great ad-
vantage : pure bromide ethyl is non-inflam-
mable. By the surgeon who adds, to his usual
armamentaria, lamps and atomizers, that dis-
ease germs may be brouglit to understand : " So
far shalt thon go, and no further," this quality
of the new anoesthetie wili be duly appreciated.

As the introduction of bromide ethyl is recent,
and is already being extensively used in the
adjoining States, manufac turers are vieing
with each other in placing the article before the

profession. It is evident they have not all
been equally successful, and several varieties
are said to have been exhibited; one contain-
ing so much ether that it ignited; another so
disagreeably pungent and irritating as to le
not easily inhaled. So far as I lh ne ,learned,
but one kind has reached Montreal, that of
Wyeth, of Philadelphia. I had, first from Mr.
Gray, and afterwards from the manufacturers,
an article which. seemingly possesses the
peculiar yet not disagreeable odour, and the
quality of non-inflammability which should
characterize thée proper article.
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It will suffice to say that I have used chloro-
form or ether in hospital or private practice but
once or twice since I commenced using the
bromide of ethyl, and the conclusions at which I
have arrived after a short, yet I believe a suffi-
cient, trial are:

lst. That bromide of ethyl, or, as it is in-
differently called, hydro-bromic ether, is an
anosthetic of great value.

2nd. That being less pungent than ether, and
less irritating than chloroform, it can be ad-
ministered with greater facility than either.

3rd. That it is far more rapid in its action
than ether, and even more rapid than chloro-
form.

4th. That the pulse and breatbing are less
influenced than with ether or chloroform.

5th. That there is less resistance and strug-
gling on the part of the patient.

6th. That judging by limited experience,
vomiting is less frequent than after chloroformn
or ether.

7th. That in no case was there disposition
to fainting.

8th. That it is eliminated from the body
much more rapidly than any anæsthetic except
laughing gas.

If the above propositions are fairly stated, it
follows as an obvious corollary that bromide
of ethyl is one of the, and in some respects the
most valuable anoesthetic hitherto u'sed.

I confine my observations, advisedly, to the
use of bromide of ethyl in surgery. What aid
the accoucheur nay obtain from it remains,- in
great measure, to be seen. Dr. Turnbull claims
that, when used in tablespoonful doses, when
the pains are most intense and distressing, it
gives as prompt relief as ether, and yet it did
not interfere in the least with the expulsive
efforts. The quantity given appears large, and
would indicate that it had been administered as
chloroformn usually. is in obstetric cases, largely
diluted with air; whereasi in all my surgical

have the air excluded as much as possible.-
Canada M3edical Record.

DRESSING FOR BURNs.-Iodoform, 5i; sper-
maceti, gi; extract' of conium, 9ij; carbolie
acid, gtt. x. Spread on some soft material and
cover the burnt parts.

'q' WX1 tm

ON THE USE OF INTRA-UTERINE
STEM-PESSARIES.

BY ALBERT H. sMITH, M.D.

So much has been said for and against the
use of intra-uterine stem-pessaries, and especi
ally have such violent and sweeping condemnna-
tions been uttered recently against them, that
it becomes impossible, except through careful
observation and the results of clinical experi.
ence, to arrive at a just estimate of their value,
and to assign them their proper place in the list
of surgical appliances. While some recent
authorities, as Barnes, Goodell, Tilt, Hewitt,
Schroeder, and Winckel, accept them withoût
question as therapeutic agents, to be used, of
course, discreetly and judiciously,-as may be
said of all therapeutie measures,-yet it must
be admitted that the great proportion of gyne-
cologists stand with those (as Thomas and
Courty, of Montpellir, and De Sinety) wh
teach that they are instruments whose capabili-
ties for harm far outweigh their possible use
fulness, and some even in the more extrene
position of unqualified condemnation, witi
Nonat and Emmet. When we find it stated by
the last-named eminent auther-excelled by
none as an accurate, lionest, and conscientiU,
observer of bis cases-that "4 experience will at
last teach every one that no permanent benefit
is ever derived from its use, that no degree
tolerance is ever established, but that sooner Or

later, in almost every case, mischief will resaltP

it can be considered only as an unpromnisng
work to attempt to convince the mass of the

profession that there can be any virtue in thé
intra-uterine stem. And yet I have bad sach
excellent results from its use, and have coet
look upon it as such a necessary therapeU
means in themanagementof certaindndsofcase
that, at the suggestion of a valued friend mrnonlg,
us, Thave determined ïo maït ift íñibje
a paper, in which I can bring forwad my
views and observations,-not authoritativel
all, but mainly to elicit discussion
who have had experience perhaép far grtr.à
than my own.

The intra-uterine stemi appea st he
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been proposed by Velpeau, who, however, did
not strongly urge its use, and it was abandoned
until again brought into notice by Sir James
Y. Simpson, more with reference to its use as
a dynamicai exciter of functional activity than
as a mechanical agent in reducing deviations.
Shortly afterwards Valleix and Kiwisch came
out boldly in favour of its inechanical applica-
tion, using it in combination with an external.
framework or support. Siice his day it has
been in use, with various modifications in shape
and material, and adopted with reference to its
efficacy in various m orbid conditions.

The forms in wvhich it has been used are (1)
the simple stem, with bulb or disk in the vagina,
or attached to a vaginal pessary or to an exter-
nal framework, and (2) the bdfurcated spring
stem. Of these, I should reject the stem of
Valleix, or any of its modifications with exter-
nal attachment for the purpose of a permanent
nation by grasping a solid rod in the uterine

'canal, as utterly unsound in theory, and dan-
gerous in the extreme in practice. The essen-
tial qualification of a vaginal pessary is that it
hall recognize and permit the natural mobility

of an organ which was arranged by nature
speially for adaptation to the various changes
f position of the body and tho yarious relations
f the surrounding viscera which depend upon
eir distension or collapse, and no pessary is

y left in the vaginal canal without close
vatehing which in any degree %bkpends for its
etioa on pressure upon an immovable basis of

*upport, such an instrument soon showing that
ha been adopted in violation of nature's

teaching, by the painful sense of pressure at
t, and soon afterwards by the development

cfnleerative inflammation at the point of firm,
ent, and, if long left wvithout relief, perfo-

tous and fistulous openings into the bladder,
ctum, or peritonea cavity. If, then, such

a unjustifiable in the vagina, with its
o Vapacy of

f pressure, how vastly more should
ïatête to subject to such an influence the

the uters,-so sensitive and easily
to inflammatory action, and so liable to

its irritations to the neighbouring
en and connective tissue! 1If there
a grs arising from the simplest form of s

stem which require careful and conscientious
looking after,-which I not only am free to
admit, but wish to impress upon you seriously,
-I think I am justified in discountenancing
absolutely the fixed stem, which never can be
required, and must always be vicious ia its
influences. This statement will apply equally
to fixed stems which derive their support from
vaginal pessaries not freely movable in the pelvic
cavity and permitting the natural change of
position of the uterus, such as the hysterophore
of Zwancke or S chilling--dangerous instruments
in themselves, even without any intra-uterine
attachment. In short, the only stem with va-
ginal comibination which I have ever felt war-
ranted in using is that of Dr. Chadwick, of
Boston, of which I shall speak hereafter.

To the spring or self-retaining stem I can
scarcely give a more entliusiastic commendation
than to those just mentioned, althougli it is
certainly a safer instrument; and, as it has the
endorsenent so fully of such authorities as
Goodell and Barnes, I must accept it as a form
of stem capable of useful application. The ob-

jection to it, however, not only upon theoretical

grounds but also from results which I have per-
sonally observed in many cases, is that it retains
its position in the cavity by the continuous late-
ral pressure upon the internal surface of the ute-
rus of expanding wings. That this continuous
pressure is not so pernicious in its influence as
that of the stem with external fixed attachment
I am very ready to admit, because in the case
of the latter the pressure is attended with rude
and violent thrusts against the sensitive tissues
with every change of the body or of sur-
rounding organs; but even the gentle pressure
of the spring exerted uniforinly and continuously
tends to establish ulcerative inflammation and
ultimately to imbed the arms of the stem in
the uterine tissue, exciting general parenchy-
matous metritis and metrorrhagia. The least
objectionable form of this variety is that of
Chambers', having a bifurcated vulcanite stem,
makingonly gentle pressure; Lawson Tait's, with
.ts soft-rubber wings, like those of Sir Henry
Thompson's self-retaining catheter, and Bain-
ock's, with the steel springs, are instruments
which I should hardly expect to have retained

afely in any uterus for twenty-four hours.
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Al that I consider necessary or desirable for but only to retain it in its direction to-wards

ordinary use is a stem consisting of a simple the sacral hollow,-this being free from the
rod terminating in a rounded expansion at one objections urged against the stem with vaginal
end and in a flat disk at the other. It should attacbment involving a fixation of the stem in
be of non-corrosive material, which can be made the Ielvic cavity.
slender enough, while retaining its strength and The introduction of th e stem involves at first
firmness, to be slightly flexible and elastic, and a gooc deal of nice and delicate manoeuvrng
to occlude as little as possible the canal of the when it is used in a case of flexion with mucl
cervix. Vulcanite fulfils these requisites com- cistortion of the canal, but so soon does the Canal
pletely. Its length should vary with that of adapt itself to the presence ofthe straiglt stem

the canal in which it is to be inserted, never that if for any reason it requires renoval and
reaching to within three-eighths of an inch from readjustient the second introduction becomes
the level of the os uteri to the roof of the ute- very easy; and I have a patient-a lady cf
rine cavity. The inner extremity should end intelligence and close observation-suffering
in a slight bulb, not so large as to interfere fromn retrollexion attendant upon a snall, sen-

with its ready introduction or to press with its sitive fibroid in the posterior wall, Who lias
lateral surface heavily upon the uterine wall, learned to removo and replace the stem, as welI
nor so small as to present any sharpness to as the vaginal pessary, both of which she
catch in the rugm of the cervix in its introduc- now worn for several months.
tion. The other end should be inserted into That the stem should neyer be inserted witli
the centre of a flat circular disk, smooth and any considerable force need scarcely ho stated;
free from sharp edges, thin enough to occupy it is a mie which suggests itacif te every careful
practically no space in the vaginal canal, or, by practitioner. The speculum can neyer ho use&

its pressure upon the posterior wall, either to witb advantage, and is usuaily a seious h'
ulcerate the mucous membrane or excite rectal drance te the passage of the stem. inanycase

tenesmus, and large enough in diameter to pre- cf flexion the presence cf any fori of speculum

sent a comfortable surface to the vagina and to even Simss, would interfère with the free

prevent any possibility of its entering by pres- ment of the outer extremity of the stem in adipV
sure into the cervical canal, and thereby per- ing the inner end te follow the courseofthecanaL

mitting the inner end to strike upon the fun- ]efore seiecting the stem, of which tbree sizes&8i

dus uteri. Such an instrument can be intro- necessary,-tw, two and a quarter, and two and'
duced into the uterine cavity with little or no a haIt inches,-tle length ef the uterine cavitY

pain; can be worn, in cases free from parenchy- should be accurately nieaspred by the introdùe

matous metritis or parametritis at the time of tien of a graduated sound, and the Stem ,,lectea

introduction, without consciousness of its pre- which will ieasure, frein its tip teits insertin
sence,-as I can testify froi personal experience in the disk, three-eighths cf an inch bas thant

in many cases,-for months, interfering with measureient of the canal. In using the 800.

neither the social nor the domestie duties of for this purpose, the operater should at hée sanie

the patient. I have used it now for two years tire observe carefully the course of th

with great satisfaction, excluding every other and its pervieusness, and, if it bc very toite

form except that of Dr. Chadwick's, -which in a or at any peint closely constricted se as tere
class of cases-which I will more fully consider the passage cf the Sound cbo

hcrj 4'4 C -1 l su- inýt-rindxîept either a. f bo1 --r

cessfully. This instrument consists of the stem or a uterine expanding dilater, snch Eb8
which I have described, having inserted into two ger's or Wilsons and in some cas

holes in its disk, upon the vaginal surface, a wire found it desirable,
staple so bent into a hook-like shape that it tortucus, te pass the narrow StemnbetWeen

will receive into its grasp a flexible ring pessary; separated blades of the
this to be not large enough to prevent free position. The plan nentioned Yl

oveient cf the cervix in" the pelvi cavity, in a dicussiOn in the Transaction
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nclogical Society, of retaining the sound in draws the stem forward, thus slightly counter-
the cavity and following its course by the point acting the flexion and letting the point of the
of the stem, is a good one in many cases. It is stem slide or creep, as it were, along the ante-
rarely of advantage to grasp the disk with any rior wall until it slips into place. This is often
forceps to steady it, though in some cases of aided by a pressure with the other hand upon
closely-resisting vaginal orifice, where the dis- the fundus resting behind the pubis, carrying
tance of the os uteri from the perineal commis- it more toward the centre of the brim and act-
sure is wuholi greater than the length of the stem, ing in opposition to the traction forward of the
it becomes a necessity. It should then be stem in the vagina, tending thus very materially
grasped by some slender forceps giving a firm to straighten the canal and facilitate the passage
hold upon the disk, but ccupying as little room of the stein.
as possible in the vaginal opening. As a rule, The question next arises, How is the stem to

the eais metho ofsto inroucio ofies the ste .h .t.m.t.the easiest method of introduction of the stem be kept in position I And it is in reply to this
is by the unaided fingers, and with a little prac- question that we have so many of the devices
tice one becomes quite expert at introd ucing ~which have by their pernicious influence brought
the stem into a canal of any ordinary condition the ste into disrepute. Courty and Schroeder
of flexion or tortuousness. The first step isto reta.i it in position by vaginal tampons; ilt,
find the os uteri and pass the point of the stem by a boxwood vaginal disk; Chambers and
into it directly until it reaches the point of Bantock, by their diverging springs; Tait, by
flexion. If the os be near enough to do this his soft-rubber projecting spikes; and others,
before the disk enters the vaginal opening, it is1 1 by vaginal or external attachments. In reality,
a very easy thing; if not, the whole stem, disk there is no dificulty wbatever in keeping the
and ail, should be passed into the vagina, and stem in place: it is the least of all troubles con-
by means of the first two fingers, gradually nected with ifs use. For wbatever purpose it
brought into position for the end to enter the may be used, the natural relation of the uterus
os. It should bc grasped between the inner to the pelvic canal should be insured, which is
surfaces cf the ngers, and, after reaching the with the long axis of the uterus corresponding
pint of flexion, thle axis cf the stein should be
changed in its direction,. carrying the cervix as nearly as possible with the axis of the supe-

rior strait of the pelvis, the os uteri lookingWith it until it corresponds with the axis of the backward towards the sacral excavation. It
' canal, when it wiIl, in most cases, readily slip will readily be seen that so long as this relation
up beyond this point into the uterine cavity, is preserved the stem cannot possibly slip out,* until its course is arrested by the disk resting because the proximity of the os uteri to the pos-

* agaimst the point of the cervix. ln a retro- terior vaginal wall is so maintained that the
flemon this is usually very easy, because the stem, vhich then looks upward and forward

can easily be lifted high enough against towards the pubie brim, cannot slip out of the
'the vesicovaginal septum to allow the point of uterine canal any appreciable distance without
the stenm to be directed into the canal beyond the disk striking against the vaginal wall; and
_h1 point of flexion ; but in cases of anteflexion if the falling out of the stem has been the result

t sometimes more difficult. in cither case it of a sudden lifting of the uterus towards the
e found to facilitate the insertion to make pelvic brim,-which alone can cause it,-theeverage upon the stem by a counter-pressure return f the uters to its poitin wil mnake the

"fe? upn the disk while the other is stem again enter the canal by pressure of the
make traction upon the stem, or the disk against the vaginal wall; and never would

r n retroflexion the disk would be it be possible for the stem' to slide se far from
tówards the vaginal roof by the second the canal into the vagina as to get its upper end

hile the index presses the stem down- below the point of flexion and be unable to re-
rds the line of axis of the canal; in turn. So, then, when the cervix is in its nor-

axthe index pushes the disk towards mal position in relation to the pelvic axis the
t l-de-sac, while the second linger stem cannot get away. Thus it will be seen
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that in a case of flexion with anteversion or
simple descent, the stemn, after introduction, is
firmly and surely retained, there being no dis-
position of the cervix to turn forward. In
flexion with retroversion, until the version is
corrected, the os uteri presents towards the vul-
var opening, the uterine axis being in correspon-
dence with the axis of the vagina, and there is
then nothing to prevent the stem from sliding
out into the vagina and being lost. But, as this
is a condition -wbich should never remain uncor-
rected in any patient under treatnent, the re-
troversion alwavs requiring reposition, so soon
as this restoration is made and the cervix car-
ried backward the stem is again safely secure.
This is done by the introduction of the lever-pes-
sary, which, passing into the posterior cul-de-sac,
draws the cervix backward, restores the body
of the uterus to its normal relation to the pelvie
axis, and thus insures the retention of the stem,
by means not used for that purpose, but for the
relief of a condition quite independently neces-
sary. Here comes into play a most valuable
function of the stem, which'probably all gynn-
cologists who use it have discovered, but which
lias been authoritatively suggested first by
Schroeder, viz., that of a repositor more efficient
and vastly safer than any. of the instruments
ordinarilv in use. The stem converts the retro-
flexion into a retroversion, to correct which it
is only necessary to press the disk gently back-
ward with the finger towards the sacrum, and
the uterus revolves upon its horizontal axis, the
fundus passing upward and forward to its pro-
per position. Schroederrecommends the instru-
ment for this purpose even in cases where there
is no flexion, and where the stem is removed so
soon as the version is corrected, using it simply
for its safety as an elevator. But unfortunately
we sometimes meet with cases in which we can-
not maintain the restored position of the retro-
verted uterus by the lever-pessary, because
either from congenital anomaly, or from trau-
matie causes, 'or from gradual adaptation of the
tissues to the abnormal position, the posterior
cul-daac is obliterätd 'and the osfërorir wall
of the cervix is almost or quite continuous with
the vaginal wall. There is therefore no resting
place for the posterior bar of the lever-pessary.
Here, then, comes in the ingenious little con-

trivance of Dr. Chadwick, which accomplishes
the same results by substituting for the back,
ward traction of the lever-bar upon the cervix
in the cul-de-sac a backward pressure of the
stem upon the cervical wall within its cavity,
the pressure being made by the soft ring fitting.
closely into the wire hook below the disk of the
stem, the ring being large enough to prevent
the cervix from coming forward, and yet
sinall enough to allow a free motion in the pel
vie cavity. I have had with this instrument
some excellent results in cases where everything
else failed. Its great objection is the tendency
of the stem, by constant pressure against the
cervical vrall posteriorly, to make a cleft in the
tissues and gradually imbed itself; but I had
one patient who actually wore one of these
instruments for over eleven months, to lier great
relief, before I found suflicient need, after re
peated examination, to remove it. During this
time she came to my office frequently to consIlt
me and have examinations made, and was able,
to perform all of her domestic duties, as well as
to enjoy social pleasures. After I removed the
stem I introduced a simple ring, the lever being
inapplicable on account of the conditions men-
tioned above; and now, nearly two years since
the flexion has never returned, and she is quite
comfortable. Usually, however, I have not
been able to keep in place this form of stenia
pessary nearly so long.

I come now to consider the range Of useful
ness of the intra-uterine stem, In reference to-
the purposes for which it is available, its modesl
of action may be divided into mechanical oand
dynamical. Unde- the first head way be ranged
all its applications for restoring deviations or
malpositions of the uterus, which will be ahnost
exclusively those complicated with flexions,
Inasmuch as anteflexions are much more fre

quently found as uncomplicated with other
change of relation than retroflexions which a
usually associated with version, and as theyar
moreover, less amenable to other treatm i
any other form of devation, t is in thifor
of cleviation that we are most fregu e
quired to resort to the use of the ste a
in these cases that I bave seen such adm ira

results. Tbey present most: frequet
by no means exclusively, in nulliparOus 
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and are attended usually with vesical irritability
and dysmenorrhoa; and if the married woman
was the subject of such a condition before mar-

age, she will most probably, though not neces-
sarily, be sterile. Time does not allow me, nor
would it add to the interest of the subject, to go
into the details of the cases treated ; but T will
simply say that I have seen all of these condi-
tions relieved by the stem, and in a majority of
those thus relieved the- benefit has been perma-
nent, the flexion not again returning. The
cases in which sterility has been obviated by
the wearing of a stem for a few months, preg-
nancy occurring shortly after its removal, have
been among the most satisfactory results. That
pregnancy is not prevented by the presence of
the steni is well established. The relief to the
bladder from pressure of a markedly ante-

-flexed uterus by the stem when, upon exami-
nation, a tumour is found in the anterior cul-
de-sac, at first giving the impression of a fibroid
pressing upon the bladder, but, upon the
straightening out of the uterus with the stem,
disappearing entirely, is also one of the decided
boons from the use of this instrument.

In retroflexion, which is muich less frequent
than'anteflexion, and usually less marked, we
very seldom require the stem, because the con-
dition yields to the influence of the lever-pes-
sary in elevating the fundus and removing the
bâekward pressure; but there is a class of cases
of retroflexion in which we get most signal
results. These are the cases in which the flexion
asscines the marked retort shape, where We
^fidl the fundus of the uterus bent backward at

ch an angle that it is found as a well-recog-
mzed tumour in the posterior cul-de-sac. After

isf'ying one's self that it is the fundus of a
ïetrolexe uterus, a lever-pessary is introduced

raise it, which at first promises good results,
ut Only to bring disappointment time after

ta the fundus and body of the uterus,-
h while the finger of the operator is kept

e front bar of the pessary remain in
Positioin apparenty, the cervix turning

nk du its normal relation,-so soon as the
geis removed, begin to creep over the pos-

tnon br of the pessary, until the latter rests
a t the body of the womb, above the

0-sac, arrying it upward, but in the angle

of the flexion., the neck in the front and the
fundus behind grasping it between them and
pushing its anterior bar 'forward against the
pubis, or perhaps extruding it entirely beneath
the pubic arch. The lever in this case does no
good, but, on the contrary,.aggravates the mis-
chief. Here, then, comes in the stem to perform
an admirable function: it straightens out the
whole uterine canal, takes away completely the
apparent retro-uterine tumour, and the lever-
pessary, now introduced behind the cervix, acts
upon a normally-shaped uterus, and is enabled
to perform its whole duty as an elevator with
permanentrelief. Many, many cases of tbis kind
have fallen under my care in my own practice
and in the practice of friends, bafled and dis-
couraged by repeated disappointments, where
the use of the stem for a few months seemed to
bring about a permanent restoration of the nor-
mal uterine axis, which upon its renoval showed
no tendency to be again deflected, the lever
having no further interference with its sucessful
working.

There is met with not unfrequently, in the
unmarried and i the sterile, a peculiar flexed
uterus, presenting a soft, flaccid, slender, elon-
gated body,-so soft and flabby that it is
scarcely appreciable to the most careful biman-
ual or rectal touch, and one for a moment
believes that he has a rudimentary uterus or a
cervix without a body; and not till after the
sound has with difficulty been made to reach
the fundus, and can be felt through the abdo
men, is he convinced that there is a uterine
cavity at all ; and he then feels the uterine
body, into which the sound enters perhaps three
or three and a half inches, like a long, slender
cylinder, no thicker than the thumb. In such
cases I have seen the intra-uterine stem strength-
ening and stiffening up the uterus, giving a
basis for the lever to act upon, and between
them, in a comparatively short time, the uterine
walls became more candensed and appreciable
to the ,±ouch, aad the organ shortened ana.
widened into a normally-shaped uterus.

The.dynamicpowers of the stem are exerted
in its stimulant effect in two morbid conditions,
viz., amenorrhea and uterine hypertrophy,
whetber the result of hyperplastic increase or
defective involution after pregnancy. In the
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first of these conditions it was that Sir James
Y. Simpson brought forward to the notice of
the profession his metallie stem, the results of
which were due more probably to its presence
as a foreign body in the uterus than to any
supposed galvanie influence. In the second
condition, viz., uterine hypertrophy, I have had
some very remarkable results: uteri enlarged
from parenchymatous metritis, and subinvoluted
uteri, taking on atrophic change promptly after
the insertion of the stem, and a stem which was
far from reaching the fundus at first requiring
to be exclianged for smaller and smaller sizes,
until the uterus reached its normal dimensions.

That the stem is an instrument capable of
great mischief if recklessly used I am not only
free to admit, but would earnestly impress upon
everymember of this Society. But of whatactive
remedial agent cannot almost as much be said?
That it may light up a fire which will run wild
through the pelvis, perhaps ending in suppura
tive cellulitis, perinetritis, and even death, is
true; but the uterine sound has done the saine
in careful hands,-how much oftener in careless
hands than the stem we cannot say. I would
lay down rules of caution, from which I never
depart except in rare and well-appreciated
cases:

Neve r neglect to measure the uterine cavity;
never use any force in introducing the stem;
never use it when complete mobility of the ute-
rus is prevented by old adhesions or irremov-
able pressure of surrounding organs; never use
it where the flexion of the uterus cannot be
easily corrected by the sound or other instru-
ment previously passed into the cavity. Avoid
it where there has been any history of previous
peritonitis, parametritis, or pelvie inflammation
of any sort; or where any induration of tissue
can be detected; or where there could be the
faintest suspicion of malignant degeneration;
or where there is any symptom of acute paren-
chymatous metritis; or where its introduction
gives rise to any violent or persistent pain.
Keep the patient absolutely quiet for twenty-
four hours, and watch from time to time until
the tolerance is fully established. Use hot-
water injections daily during its use, and remove
it on the least evidence of its having a perni-
cious effect.

With these restrictions, I regard the intra.
uterine stem as a safe and reliable instrument.

In opening the discussion, Dr. W. H. Parrish
said that one point in the paper that had espe-
cially attracted his attention was the frequency
of cases which the lecturer encountered where
the stem-pessary could be allowed to remain.
His own observation had been that very few
patients can bear the presence of the stem-pes-
sary without ill consequences. This instrument
would seen to be of special use in simple flexion
of moderate degree; but such cases are just as
well without treatment. The patients that more
urgently need relief are those who have metritis
or parametritis, and, of course, it is just in such
cases that the use of the stem-pessary would be

contra-indicated. The particular form of stem-
pessary recommended is, perhaps, the best, and
one that the speaker himself would prefer to use,
and Lad used, but he had generally found that
it caused so much irritation that le was speedily
obliged to remove it. He agreed witl Lawson
Tait in the opinion that there are a very few
cases which can be treated in no other way than
by the intra-uterine stem-pessary, and to these he

would limit its application.
Dr. Il. Lennox Hodge said that lie had been

particularly struck with the care which the

lecturer urged to be employed in the use of tie
stem-pessary. The mere fact that it might do;
harm under careless management would not

constitute a legitimate objection to the use of-
the instrument; he had no opposition to make

to any agent, provided it is shown that it can

be skilfully used with entire safety. But there

are other objections to the in tra-uterine stem-

pessary. In the dissecting-room at the jni-
versity of Pennsylvania lie had endeavoured to

introduce the instrument in several cases o

marked flexion of the uterus after death, a d

found it to be impossible : he believed tha m

these patients even the most skilful operator,

would have failed to introduce it during life.

One of the chief objections is that this hard in

strument is intended to be allowed temam
in the interior of so delicate an organ a

uterus; indeed, its introduction has ee-

lowed by great harm, and even by deat
is allowed even by its advocates. Th

that it should be used only in extri1il 9
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and the speaker was pleased with the caution
that the lecturer had impressed upon his hearers
when speaking of this point. The recommen-
dation expressed was particularly in regard to

flexions; but there is great diversity of opinion
among gynecologists as to the methods to be
adopted. The opinion of the speaker's father,
and of Dr. Emmet and others, is that flexions
are not always followed by important results;
there may be even a considerable degree of flex-
ion without much discomfort. The trouble is
that there is always present more or less uterine
congestion, as was pointed out by the late Dr.
IL L, Hodge. Flexion becomes of more impor-
tance when complicated with version; but these
are just the cases which the lever-pessary is
especially designed to meet. Take a case of
flexion and retroversion: place the woman in
Sims' position ; replace the uterus either with
the finger or the sound or the finger and the
sound; lift the perineum ; allow the air to enter
and distend the vagina, and the fundus uteri
recedes into the abdominal cavity. Now intro-
duce a lever-pessary, and the womb does iot
again come down. Ie wished to make this
point. As regards flexions, many of us find we
can relieve them without the use of the intra-
uterine stem: therefore, why use an instrument
which may be followed by dangerous results ?
Again, in retroflexion, why use the stem-pessary,
when the condition can be reduced by a simple

manouvre and prevented from returning by a
lever-pessarv ?

The lecturer had also spoken of the success-
al treatment of a hypertrophied and flabby

uterus by the stem and the daily use of hot-water
icjeetions, but the speaker ad obtained the
ame benefit from the hot-water injections with-

Out the pessary. As regards amenorrhea, he
believed that constitutional measures will often

tceed, and a small flow is not increased by
î'eans at our command. The stem must
àOt as , local agent, and it is this consideration
hieh stimulated Simpson to devise his intra-

1terire stem, made up of two metals, as

eady described. If the courses are scanty
ai ordinary case, the speaker would not re-

end an intra-uterine stem; but if he finds
ase does not yield to ordinary treat-

m he does not liesitate to use it.

Dr. O'Hara said that the instrument evidently
-was capable of causing considerable irritation,
and even worse, and believed that the indica-
tions for its use should be very strictly defined.

Dr. MacFerran called attention to the fact that
the problem is not simply to reduce a flexion
of the uterus, but requires us to search for the
cause of the original deviation, and, if still ex-
isting, to remove or counteract it. Ie believed
that the tendency was to pay too great attention
to the uterus, which in itself is a delicate organ,
and to overlook or ignore the original causes of
the condition.

Dr. W. H. Taylor said that the incautious
introduction of a stem-pessary might produce
an abortion ; and lie inquired whether it might
not efffectually prevent conception if worn con-
tinuously.

Dr. W. R. D. Blackwood lad used the intra-
uterine stem in two cases of retroflexion, and
permanent relief followed. In regard to the
fear of producing an abortion, of course the sane
precautions should be taken before introducing
the stem into the cervix as in the case of the
uterine sound ; and this objection is disposed of
by the fact that the sound is invariably used
first.

Dr. Baldwin inquired whether any cases of
conception had occurred while wearing the in-
strument in the practice of the lecturer.

Dr. A. H. Smith replied that he lad no per-
sonal knowledge of such a case, although two
cases of conception occurring during the presence
of the intra-uterine stem lad been reported to
hin by Dr. Goodell, one of the cases carrying
the child to full term, the pessary having been
early removed as soon as pregnancy had been
suspected.

Heagreed with the gentlemen who had spoken
previously, that the intra-uterine stem required
caution and should not be indiscriminately em-
ployed, the rule being that this expedient
should not be adopted when any simpler treat-
ment would answer. Following the same rule,
lie would,not even introduce a vaginal pessary
when it was not necessary-.

In reply to Dr. Hodge, he said that lie made
it an invariable rule previously to introduce the
sound, in order to measure the depth of the
uterus, and where the sound can go the stem
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may follow. This would dispose of those cases
mentioned where it was impossible to introduce
the stem after death, He (Dr. Smith) would
lay dowi the rule that the instrument should
not be used in any case where the uterine canal
could not be straightened by the sound. The
nethods of using the intra-uterine stem and the
cautions about its introduction are very fully
stated in the paper. The speaker was happy to
respond to the remarks of Dr. Hodge in reference
to the influence of posture upon a retroverted
uterus, and agreed with him to the extent that as
long as the patient romains in the posture on the
knees and elbows the ûterus will not come
down; but that it will stay there, as many sup-
pose, is not necessarily the case. If we intro-
duce a lever-pessary in that position, when the
fundus of the uterus is in the neighbour-
hood of the umbilicus, it will be found that
an instrument that is readily introduced and
performs its functions perfectly wbile in that
position cannot be tolerated for a moment when
the patient resumes the upright posture, when
the weight of the viscera bears down upon it.
The fundus of the uterus will often be found to
creep down behind over the posterior*bar of the
pessary, while the anterior bar of the lever will
be carried up over the pubes. He had seen this
occur time after time. In such patients he has
Lad to temporize and use other measures to re-
duce the size of the uterus before allowing them
to walk.

He would acknowledge freely .that some of
these cases do not bear the intra-uterine stem;
but he considered them as exceptions. As the
rule, the irritability is not so great in these old
cases, in which tho uterus has assumed a version
or retroversion, as in ordinary cases of flexion.
As to the amount of tbis tolerance, we cannot
formulate a rule; it .is greater in some than in
others; but there are very few cases in which
this flexible stem, if the uterus bears its intro-
duction, could not remain for a considerable
length of time, as it occupies no considerable
space. He had rarely met with a case in which.
it would not pass readily into the canal. When
irritation occurs, it is never in the cervical
canal, but always in the uterine cavity proper;
lie had, therefore, never found it necessary tg
adopt'the recommendation of Lawson Tait, to
cauterize the cervical canal prior to introducing

the stem. The amount of irritation caused by
this hard-rubber instrument must be very slight
and he was at a loss to understand Dr. Emmet's
opposition, which had been spoken of; but it is
very evident, from what he says in his writings,
hat lie lias never used it, and, therefore, cant
scarcely give a fair estinate of its value. Dr.
Emmet says that you might as well expect to
straigliten out a chordee with a steel sound as
to treat a flexed uterus with the intra-uterine
stem; but tbere is no parallelism between the
two; one is temporary, the other is permanent
and organic.

The question has been raised as to the perma.
nency of the result. The clinical history. of
cases was purposely omitted from the paper on
account of its length, but he could state, from
Lis own experience, that in the majority of
cases the canal continues straight. In many
cases pregnancy has occurred after removal of
the stem. He was unable to see any force in
Dr. Taylor's objection, since the sound would
always. be in'troduced prior to the stem, and no
attentive practitioner would explore the cavity
of the womb without first satisfying himself of
the non-existence of pregnancy; and there are
so many other methods of producing abortion
that this would scarcely be resorted to.

In regard to mortality, he had not seen any
case where death had resulted directly from
this instrument ; but lie lad seen one case where
perimetritis existed, hut ho believed tha the
stem had nothing to do with the result, as he
afterwards discovered that all the symptoms-<
fever, etc.-had existed prior to the introduction
of the pessary. He Lad in some cases been
called upon to remove the instrnuent, but, as
he had already stated, he only recommended it
use where every other means 'bas failed; and
under the cautions specified in his paper.

In regard to conception during the retention
of the pessary, lie could not positively say that T
it has ever occurred, but he has now a patient
who has missed one period. In such cases the
pessary is removed, as it would inevitably pr
duce abortion. Dr. Goodell has reported a
where a Chambers' double stem-pessary
used and removed at the end of the second',
month; the patient, however, aborted a mft
later. He believed that Dr. Harlow had na
tioned two cases where pregnancy had cur
For his own part, lie did not see wb y concpo
should not occur. The stem occuplestiso
space, and is so flexible; that it would
rather than prevent the speriutic uif
entering the uterds.-Bhilaelph
Z2es
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A CAsE or SYMMETRICAL GANGRENE OF TUE

UPPRi EXTREMITIES.

BY DR. CZARDA, OF MALASSORO, CELEBES,
EAST INDIES.

(Translated by Dr. A. A. RIDDE, of Toronto.)

We translate the following from the Wiener
edizinische Wochenschrift of the 6th June

last, such cases being exceedingly rare in young
people. The suspicions of the medical chief
as to the true origin of the gangrene, it seems
to us, may not have been entirely groundless,
notwithstanding the statement of the mother
and child and the evidence of other witnesses.
That a spider should first bite the child on the
upper part of one arm,and then deliberately pass
over to the other and bite it in a correspond-
ing point, scems altogether improbable. The
witnesses who supported the statements of the
mother and girl may have given the truth
as far as they knew; for they maay not have
seen the patient till some time after the be-
ginning of the trouble, perbaps not till after the
falling off of the hands; and then, havinglheard
the account of the parent and girl, may have
taken it for granted that it was true. The
sketches of the hands and arms given in the

Yokenscrift to elucidate the history are not as
well executed as we could have desired. But
'a they may tend to enable one to form a more
Correct view as to the real nature of this singu-
lar case, we have had the plates specially en-
graved foi' this Journal.

"On the 18th of Marci, 1879, a child was
brought to the Military Hospital at Macassar,
iwhich I was the attending physician, who
had lest both hands in the neighbourhood of
thewrists. The child, a Macassar girl of

out twelve years of age, was found by the
garison doctor, who was also town physician,

nuserable bamboo but, in such a very
eglected condition that the assistance'of the

ce was required to remove her to the hos-
al Rer name is Remba, that of the

Jenang, and the father's Radang. The
a fisherman, and for months together

away from home; so that the care of the
re of whom there are several, is left en-
t te mother, who.in poverty and misery

Sves lons
echildis greatly emaciated, and covered
ltd The stumps of the fore-arms are

dwith dry cow-dung. After she had
ed, the crusts of dung were carefullyd and then were seen the most beauti-

e scgonsten) granulations, which ex-
centimetres (3½ inches) upwards

on the right stump, and thirteen (five inches)
on the left. The right, a, is unequal at the
end, which forms two prong-like promi-
nences of about three centimetres in length.

a

The left, b, is, on the contrary, even at the
end, which is slightly thicker than the remain-
ing portion. On the right upper arm is to be
seen, five centimetres long and Gwo centimetres
broad, a pale-red spot, free of pigment (the child
has a dark skin), which has a superficial scar.
On the left upper arm there is a similar pale-
red scar,; slightly coloured in the middlle, 17
sentimetres long and four wide. Besides these,
there is a similarly-conditioned scar on the right
buttock. Both arms are somewhat bowed,
and cannot be completely straightened.

" The mother and child, upon being ques-
tioned as to the cause of this condition, stated
as follows: Some time ago,> but how long
neither could say (as the natives,from the ever-
greenness of nature and their monotonous man-
ner of living, can for r no conception of time),
the child was bitten in both upper armss by a
large spider while asleep, exactly in the places
where the slight scars; are now to be seen.
Both arms swelled to, an enormous size, and the
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child lay with a severe fever and terrible pain
for many weeks, without being able to move
herself on ber mat. At length the hands be-
came dark-blue and cold, and ultimately rot-
ten, occasioning such a foul odour that no one
except the mother could remain in the house,
and she alone continued in attendance. The
bands were cbanged to a dark, stinking, pulpy
substance, out of which large worms crawled.
Upon the child making a movement with the
hands, the right one fell off, whereupon it was
wrapped up by the mother and buried in the
yard.

" The mother then firmly applied on the left
fore-arm, above the blue part, a bandage of the
inside bark of a kind of banana tree, in order
that, as she said, the disease should creep no
further. A few days later the left hand drop-
ped off at the wrist, and was also buried.

"With thisstrange account of the spider-bites
and falling off of the bands, the then chief of
the Military Hospital was not satisfied, particu-
larly as it not infrequently occurs in the Indian
Archipelago that malefactors, as a punishment,
have both hands chopped off; and therefore- a
judicial investigation took place. The follow-
ing day a policeman, at the request of the hos-
pital chief, brought the fallen off and buried
hands, which were taken possession of by me
and more closely examined.

"I Both hands were wrapped in rush matting
and cotton. After these vere removed, I could
take a closer view of the putrified contents.
The soft portion of the right hand, a, was
completely destroyed; the carpal, meta-
carpal, and finger-bones, and the nails were
present, and were only, by a tenacious, dark,
pulpy material, in which still a few tendons
could be seen, held together. The bones of the
left hand, a, especially the carpal and meta-
carpal, were, on the contrary, in the tolerably-
well-preserved connecting soft parts imbedded.
Not a bone or nail was wanting-: even the
epiphysis of the radius, 1, -was present. On the
dorsum a piece of sidn, 2, was almost intact,
being perforated in only two places ; and this
piece of skin lay in a free, five-centimetre-long
patch, whose end, somewhat torn, nevertheless
terminated in an almost right line. In this
place, as the mother afterwards declared, the
binding liad been performed.,

" The-examination, of witnesses, as well as the
iong-continued investigation, could supply no
further information. All the statements of
witnesses agreed with the account given by the
mother and child: naniely, that the hands, in
consequence of a disease, had fallen off.

" Two months have elapsed since I last saw
the child, and therefore I cannot say how far
the cure has progressed.

" The Indián ,physiôians are net yet agreed as

to whether the injuries were caused by wotuida
or disease; and therefore I give this interest.
ing case publicity.

PERIToNIsM.

If we pass from the biliary lithiasis to other
abdominal affections, we will find other problenis
quite as interesting.

Who has not often demanded, in presence
of a mortal peritonitis, why and how one died
of a peritonitis? Assuredly it is not by a direct
effect of the inflammation of the peritoneurn,
and of the immediate functional troubles that
result from it. But underneatb the peritoneum,
there are nervous filaments which emanate from
the solar plexus. When the membrane is in-
flamed, the nerves are disturbed if they are not
also inflamed, and this disturbance follows an
ascending course, from the filaments reaching
the branches, and from the branches the trunks
the system of the great sympathetic receives a
shock, and this shock overturns the organisi.
Thus the nervous troubles dominate over the
morbid scene: super-excitation of the apparatus
of sensibility; revolt of the motor apparatus,
arrest of the peristaltic movements, from whence
tympanites of the belly and constipation ; dev&
lopment of the anti-peristaltic movements, froar
whence bilious vomitings; participation of the
vaso-motor apparatus in its whole extent in the
morbid movement, whence chill, coldnes of
the extremities, retreat of the ocular globes,
hindrance of respiration, accumulation of blood
in the venous system, diminution of the arteriàl
waves cast from the heart, drying Up of the se
cretions, etc. Such is the very faithful tableau
d'ensemble which M. Fabre traces of the perito-
nitic state, in which we see almost wholly
nervous phenomena. It is clear that it is no
the condition of the peritoneum itself whi
causes the disease, but really the great symRp-.
thetic, incited by the abundant nervous ple
which it sends into the mesentery.

Thus is found theoretically and logically
tified the empiric use of opiates that al'most a
of the great practitioners have recomme
against peritonism.

By the side of peritonism is placed the chó
riform state, or algidity, analogous by the pre
dominance of nervous perturbation, but d
ing in that the sensitive system ithere le
attacked and. the alteration of the aso-Ini0-o
system more profound, whence the symptO
differences which follow : absence cfaba
pain, more or less abundant gastîo n
evacuations.

This algidity presents itself with a
more general than peritoniîm it1m .
sort the common expression of g b ravebom
affections reacting on the nervouS syste
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have seen above an example of it in the biliary
]ithiasis. It is one of the characters of epide-
mic cholera, and we frequently find it in the
choleriform enteritis of young infants. In this
condition we cannot mistake the considerable
role of the nervous system.-Gaz. des flôp.
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tated, malt extract mixed with the food gives
it the needful help, and by allowing it rest,
and at the same time helping to supply its
walls with suitable nourishment, enables it to
recover its former powers. Many of the lead-
ing physicians of the States and Canada testify
to the excellent qualities of Trommer's prepara-
tions; and Ziemssen, in his well-known volu-
minous Cyclopædia, speaks in terns of the
highest praise of Trommer's receipt.

Besides the combinations mentioned above,
which are those with which we are best ac-

i~qane there are ,those withiLn lao. ho~ s propos

phate of iron, cod-liver oil and iodide of iron,

EXTRACT OF MALT. cod-liver ou and phosphorus, hypophosphites,

Probably no preparations recently introduced
have attracted mors attention or received a serve a useful purpose when administered
more thorough trial than the various prepara-
tions of malt. Properly prepared malt, rich in
diastase, possesses in a high degree the facultyA
of digesting starch. It should be given with We learn from the Wiener .fediz, Woclten
the food, not afterwards, and may be mixed c of the 7th August, that this celebrated

ith almost any non-alcoholic fluid, or with Professor of Dermatology died early on the
some farinaceous dish, care being taken that morning of the 5th. He was within a nonth
he temperature is not too high. We have of being 64 years of age. In a short notice of

ed, with gratifying success, both with private bis deatb, printed in large type, surroundec by
atients and in the Hospital for Sick Children à deep-nourning border, and occupying the

in this city, the, preparations of the Trommer entire first page of tie Jockenschrift, the editor
Etract of Malt Co., of Fremont, Ohio, and expresses, in affectionate latiguage, the sorrow

hed the corbination with cod-liver oil. lIn of the profession the world over at the demise
ses of Struma it is freuently found that the of this talented and noble esn, whose decease

w-eaeed stomach wiil mot tolerate that great is a loss, nod to nedicine alone, but to
o cod-liver ou. lun sucl cases we have hmanity itself. Owing to the Wochensc-erit

obetter substitute than the plain alt sot having reache h uus ti, we were about going
to press, we at give but a few short extract

lU1ordinary cases of atonic dyspepsia, we of its I aemoaiam. The notice begins with
hâ ond'it a -useful adjunet to other rehedies. the trly pathetio German yords, "FERDINA D

ý,A~~ d Ieep-mou ningt bord ernd uping the

Xcelrent tono food digester, too, in theseW ens he ino more,) which are repeated several tes inchiefly the cobination of extract of malt the course fo the articled
cses f trate o iron and quinine. For a clear o Ferdisntd Eebra is no more At an early

dast lea id exposition of the mode of action of hour on Thursday morning deth relieved bit,
the arsobs digestite ts, te plai malt after a month's painful suffering; and thus

et toadertoor reed a man who ived for ail times. exrat

nordrcs of ar otoi dyspcesiaw of tunreoim hentc eiswt

ifound rueu adjuncts ote eme Stil , bis uame lves. Surrounded by the goldenexce then March issues; oe there shows crown of immotalty, Ferdinand Eebra will
xtract of malt changes starch into live to the ost distant agesevrl lie s ti

-9,adthsacts as a substitute to the maturai remembrance of bis works and bis labours.
18 tie muids of the eodx when that the ice hose fathr lie was,

eciet o and posterity for ail time, wil mention himarn tion owith the highest veneration whicd mankimd
a.ous dig "l esence fromn exhausting dis- feel for te oreat ones of their race. Ferdinand

capr dhs sofaen the stomaci retoains debili- rebra'ncas dearted, but lie is not deada
àh fnis f hebdywhn ha i ** heScene hsefahe h ws
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The following comImunication explains itself:
To the Editor of the Canadian Journal of Medical Science,

Toronto, Ont., D.C.

NEw YoRK, 41 West 2Oth Street,
July 31st, 1880.

DEAR SIR,-1-Iaving been selected by the
Paris Committee (Messrs. Ranvier and Dumont-
pallier) having charge of the subscription for a
monument or meniorial to the late Prof. Claude
Bernard, to represent them in the United
States,-I beg leave to be allowed to use your
columns for the purpose of appealing to the
members of the medical profession, and all
others interested, to subscribe to this worthy
project.

I need hardly remind your readers of the great
debt which every practising physician owes to
the labours of the illustrious physiologist whose
memory we are asked to honour in this way.

All inquiries and subscriptions, in the shape
of bank checks or postal money orders, should
be addressed to me.

Trusting that I shall have the advantage of
your active personal support in this matter,
I remain, yours, very respectfully,

E. O. SEGUIN, M.D.

JOURNALIST1.-AMong the new aspirants to
fameare the "MontlhlyIndeix to Current Periodi-
cal Litorature, Proceedings of Learned Societies,
and Government Publications." One dollar a
year. Address 10 Spruce Street, New York.
It is useful for reference.

The International Surgical Record, a weekly
journal published in New York. Price five
dollars per annum. Achilles Rose, M.D., is
the editor. Address No. 1 Chambers Street, or
P. O. Box 1497. It is purely surgical in cha-
racter, and promises complete translations of
foreign medical literature.

Diabetic Cataract, Iritis, &c. By C., J.
LUNDY, M.D.

Sympathetic Afections of the Eye. By C. J.
ILUNDY, M.D.

Michigan College of Mledicine, Detroit. An-
nual .Announcement for Session of 1880-81.

On Peptonized Milc as a Dietetic Food for
Infants and Invalids. By R. J. L&ARUE, M.D.

H1ow Vivisection Concerns Every Citizen. By
LEwis S. PILCHER, M.D.

L'Aponorfina Azione ed usi del Dot O
Ruata. Padova: Tipografia del Seminario,188

The Tierapeutic Value of tte Jodide of Ethyi
By ROBERT M. LAWRENCE, ]V.D., Boston.

Sixth Annual Announcement of the Mfedical
Department, University of 'ennessee. Nashville
Medical College, Session of 1880-81.

Transactions of the Medical and Chirurgicsl
Faculty of the State of Maryland : 82nd
Annual Session, held at Baltimore, April, 1880.

Report of Select Committee on Public Health.
Printed by order of the Legislative Assembly.
Toronto: Hunter, Rose & Co., 25 Wellington"
Street.

Questions Submitted to the C7raduating Clases
of the Medical College of Ohio, from 1871-72
to the Present Time. Cincinnati: C. P,. Mur7,
103 West Sixth Street.

A Pàper on the Ancawsthetic Use of Bronide
of Ethyl. By W. L HINGSToN, R.
L.R.C.S.E., D.C.L., Surgeon to the Hôtel Dieu
Hospital, Montreal.

Quarterly Report of the Kansas State Board
of Agriculture, for the Quarter ending .9ne 30,
1880, containing statistics relative to popul-
tion, acreage of important crops, railroad8,.

public lands, condition of crops, farn anima,

meteorological data, etc., together with iapers
on summer and fall treatment of orchards a'a

vineyards, and the growing of sorghum caán

By J. K. HUDsON, Secretary, Topeka; Ka5nB

Topeka : Geo. W. Martin, Kansas Pubish n
House, 1880.

Lucie Rodey:. A Novel. By RENRY GBSVIIîLE,
Author of "Saveli's Expiation,"' «Phfl-
mene's Marriages," " Dournof," "A i
"Marryingoff a Daughter," "Dosia," " ,l'-P '
Little Countess Sina,"Sonia,
"Bonne-Marie," "Gabrielle." Tralate
from the French by Mary Neal SherWOO
Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson & Bro
306 Chestnut Street.
Edmond About has just written a

prove the existence of domestic
France. Americans, who, as a rule, 0
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f France outside of Paris, are apt to deny the
possibility of such. Lot them, therefore, read
"Lucie IRodey," Madame Greville's last ro-
mance, in which they will find the wife and
nother " faithful unto death," though exposed
to trials and temptations. " Lucie Rodey "

teaches a great lesson, which will be felt even
by those who read it with breathless interest
merely for the sake of the story.

Oral Deformities. By N. W. KINGsLEY,
M.D.S., D.D.S. New York: D. Appleton &
Ce.

Although this book will find its most natural

place among the works of dental literature, yet
beyond illustrating the many different mechani-
cal means which may be employed for the pur-
pose of regulating teeth, it further treats upon
theground where the more aspiring dentist and
surgeon may be said to meet-i.e., the treatment
of deformities of the palate, &c. And upon this
subject it is well worth the perusal of the
general surgeon, as showing how completely
the functions of that organ may be restored, in
appropriate cases, by a well-adapted mechanical
ppliance, apart from any surgical operation.

UPon this subject the author seems not only to
lave devoted a large amount of time and study,
butalso to have been favoured by an extensive
practical experience. The work is illustrated

means of numerous woodcuts, which serve
o render the maechanisms employed very easily

anderstcod. It also contains a chapter upon
the formation of the sounds of the vowels and
cansonants, whereby it shows the various posi-
t10nS Of the organs of speech in producing the
correct pronunciation of the elementary sounds
Of the English language. The author's original

anner of investigation will, no doubt, add an
portant link to the physiology of that subject.

À%z A ual Report of the State Board of
2f Mlfassachusetts, for the Six Moenths3
u 30Mt, 1879.

A. new law has somewhat changed the State
R ealth of Massachusetts, and given

the Department a sanitary supervision
a public institutions.
el eOrt before us, coming out for the

half.year only, seems intended to wind up little
matters in hand and give a new prospectus, pre-

paratory to a new start, and to give a summary
and index of past labours; and very creditable
to the Board and the State are these. We au-
gur for the Board great success and increased
usefulness in its larger sphere, and wish that
our own Provincial Government would take a
leaf out of the Massachusetts book. An over-
hauling of, "Noxious and Offensive Trades "
and " Polluted Water-courses " might at once
begin with our own classic Don, and a result be-
.neficial to all parties (victims and persecutors)
follow, as in the case of Massachusetts.

IUnder the head of "Disinfection," some of
the results of the labours of the International
Cholera Commission are given. These bave
proved that our disinfectant modes have been
too weak to kill organisms Chlorine and sul-
phur fumes must be much -stronger than we
have generally used them. The latter is prefer-
able, on acco-unt of being less destructive to house-
hold goods; and 18 oz. of sulphur must be burned
up for every 1,000 feet of air space. Towns
are reconmmended to have fu-rnaces for thick and
heavy materials (mattresses, &c.) to be heated
up to 240° or more. Chloride of zinc (1 of Bur-
nett's solution to 200 of water) is recommended
for diurnal soaking of linen, &c.

The plan of "I Registration of Prevailing Dis-
cases " is too limited and infrequent to be of
much service.

The Board publishes some circulars for general
distribution which must do much good, sucli as
those on " Care of Yung Children," " House
Drainage," &c.

Treatise on Therapeutics. By A. TRouSSEAU
and J-. PiDoux. Translated by D. F. Lw-
COLN, M.D. Ninth Edition. Volume I.
New York: Wm. Wood & Co.; Toronto:
Willing & Williamson.

This is not a work on materia medica or
pharmacy, as many may suppose, but on thera-
peutics proper-a department of materia medica
whicli is of far more importance and value
than all the others put together. Indeed, if
lecturers on materia medica would devote more
time to a consideration of the therapeutical
properties and physiological effects of drugs,
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and less to a consideratiou of the commercial, À Practical ]andbooo 0.Ilfecical Cltnî8try,
botanical, chemical, and pharmaceutical his- applied to CWnical Research and the Dctect
tories, they would create a lively interest in of-oisons. 8 y WILLIAM . GUEENE, M.D.,iDemonstrator of Chemistry in the MVeù!calý
the subject, and we should hear less complaints Departrent of the TUniversity of Pennsylva.
of these classes. nia, &c., &c. Philadeiphia: Henry C. LWa's

The subject of materia medica, which is Co; Toronto: Hart & Rawlinson. 1880.
universally regarded as the most dry and un- This is a amail but very complete work on
interesting of the whole medical curriculum, is the application of chernistry to medicine, phy-
capable of being made one of the most in- siolegy, and toxicology. IL is partl feunded
teresting as well as most instructive of the on Bowman's work, the later edition cf whieh
wliole course, and to no work is the teacher was edited by Bloxain, but is much moe
more indebted for assistance in the endeavour complete in many respects, and contains the
to impart that interest to materia medica than description of many neçr substances, tests, and
to Trousseau's Therapeutics. processes wbich were not containea in the older

In these days, when all our medicines are se work. lnless in exceptional cases, it doasnot
well prepared to our hands by the educated seem to be well fitted for medical men, who bave
druggist and dealer, who devotes all his energy seldom the time ornicaus to devote themselvesto
and time' to that business, we can conceive of the accurate precesses 1;herein described; butwill
no greater folly than to make young men spend be found very useful te chemists Who eCCUPY
so much time and strength in the acquisition thernselves with the applications above
of knowledge for which they will have no pos- tioned, as it contains a mass ofinformationwhia
sible use in after years, anda we think it would could be obtaned only by reference te atarge
be mDuch more te their profit if they could be number of w orks.
allowed te devote the tue thus spent te a The book ipr iltumo trated by nrierous platesv.
more thorough preparatien in the more prac- varieus sibstence3, many e hich delineati'ns
tical branches of their profession. are old f;riends, tken from ow an and othrs'

Trousseau's Therapeutics is a book that lias The writer, fro long experience, can testify t
long been famliar te teachers of m ateria medica, their great ac chraes.
and -we are glad tsat Wm. Wood & Ce. have The first pa t of the work treats f theprond
brouglt it within the reacl cf every student mate principis taking part in the animal eowno
and practitioner. There is a vast amount ef y, and ap ears to be very complethe
useful matter in it, and many valuable hints second part reats e the analysis of secretithe
and suggestions in regard te the use of certain excretions, fc., snc as urine, calculi,s,
drugs; indeed, enianating as -it does fre w the liva, bile, milk, blod, and blood-stains. ie
very prince of clinical teachers, one woud ese- think the guaiacum test for bleod-stains ioe
pct te find it as very treasure-house of rare reliable than the author see t believe t
medica acts and suggestins-and s it is. we wou y t et w h

ioed asp it ctins a ma frn inoratio hi,

bBut while ther i verY Mcl in it te ce- part treats e the detection thepoisons, thcould b n rP
nrend-and we would like te sée it read by every ter on, Arsenic being excellent. es çenfess
on-there is also a ood deal that, rcad in the howver, that 7ie w uld net recon men pltso
therapeutie liglt of to-day, will hardly be ac- am'ri electrolyti process as very han rgene
cspted as either very useful or very sound. rafy applicable. Moreover, if the qunteY rs;
Wron ws ek at it, h owevsr, as the pioneer f arenie preseni as te be dererminedseify
suc w meder wrks as Ringer, Naplys, and iher processes ustbe conjeinedhvithe
bothergill, we m st accerd its authors a very author wily recmmends dhe met F
large meed cof praise for industry, originality, senus an 1.Babo (amended soewhat byO
and painstaking research; and ws thank the which allows nt only e the detecrtaOin
publvshers, on behalf e the profession, forplac- presed xt -inute traces, ?
ing the work i so attractive a terea in the determinatien eths quantity
hands. is nt the case with that o Reinspione
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with that of Bloxam. We are of opinion that
more attention should have been directed to the

processes (for detection) of Fleitman and Davy,
the latter of which, when properly executed, is
wonderfully delicate. It is very doubtful, as

stated by Otto, if there is any advantage in em-
ploying a retort instead of an open dish in the
rst solution of the organie substance-that is,

ordinary precautions being taken. Itmay also
be noticed that the very characteristic reaction
Of potassium iodate upon arsenical spots is alto-
gether omitted.

Under the head of the separation of hydrocy-
unie or other volatile poisons from viscous mix-
tures, it might be added that the passage of a
carrent of steam is very efficacious, and avoids
the disagreeable accidents which sometimes oc-
cur With regard to phosphorus, too, it may
le mentioned that the test corresponding to
Fleitman's for arsenic, viz., by caustic potash

* sd silver nitrate paper, is a very excellent one,
more especially as it is available in daylight,
and forms a good class illustration.

*With respect to the detection of alcohol, when
but small quantities are present in the distillate,
the determinationby means cf the specific gravity
Man be relied upon only in very accurate experi-
ments. For very small traces, the iodoform
tet, with aqueous solution of iodine and
potas8ium hydrate, seems quite equal to the
Chromic acid reaction. The odour and crystalline
shae cf iodoform are strongly characteristic.

gain, there are many poisonous alkaloids
omitted, which might, with benefit, have been

troduced. But, on the whole, we can most
rongly recommend the work as well adapted

he proposed end, as a highly accurate and
iaactical compilation.

ODE oP ADMINISTRATION OF CHLORAL IN
number of patients refuse to ac-

hloral, even when associated with syrup
rie's. To cause the painful sensation

dappear, vhich the passage of this Medicine
a the back of the mouth, it suffices,

r ebert, to add to the aforesaid mixture
-7o 9pure chloroform for each gramme

Jpracticien.

THE MORALITY OF MEDICINE.-The criminal
statisties of Brooklyn for the past year show
25,706 arrests were made by the police. One
was a clergyman, one an editor, eiglit were
artists, six actors, two custom-house officers,
forty-seven lawyers (Jerusalem !), and eleven
undertakers ; but not a physician was there in
the lot.

EFFERVESCENcE OF URINE.-There is another
example of effervescence which is, I believe,
often misunderstood-that of cold healthy urine
when nitric acid which has been exposed to the
light is added to it. The brisk effervescence
which ensues is frequently attributed to the
presence of carbonates, even when the urine is
quite recent and faintly acid in reaction. It is,
of course, really due to the conversion of the
urea into nitrate of ammonia and carbonic acid
by the hyponitrous acid present in the test.
And the proof is, that no effervescence occurs
if strong hydrochloric acid be aided to the sanie
urine,nor if perfectly pure colourless nitrie acid
be used in the saine way.-G. P. Jfasterman,
L.KQ.C.P, Ixworth.

STRUCTURE OF THE BLOOD CORPUSCLE.-As
microscopie appliances and knowledge increases
history repeats itself in the battle now occurring
between Hleitzman's and Curtis's disciples. Hal-
1er, in 1757, in " Elementa Physiologiæ," re-
solved the solid parts of animals and vegetables
into the " fibre " and an " organized concrete.'
The fibre being to the physiologist what the line
is to the geonetrician, "Invisibilis estea fibra,
solâ mentis acie distinguimus." A reaction
against the fibre theory took place in 1779, when
Prochaska and others, down to the present cen-
tury, adopted the views of Leéuenhoeck, who
in 1687 announced the " globular " structure of
the primitive tissues of the body. Huxley-,
Virchow, Bennett, Todd and Bowman, Beale
and others, have finally elaborated the cell doc-
trine into its present more satisfactory shape,;
but another Haller, Dr. Heitzman, of New
York, proposes to land us a century back by
claiming the discovery of a trabecular structure
for the cell. Dr. L.,Curtis, of this city, repeated
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leitzman's observations, and publishes his tured on an expireinent involving so a
views in the New York Microscopical Journal, peril to a favourite theory. One looks to
going to show that blood corpuscles have no result with miuch interest. The result, so
trabecular or fibrous appearance, but are made as it has transpired, appears in the report ,
up of very minute granuIes or corpuscles, which Mr. Ladd, which was not made until aster
leitzman bas mistaken for fibres, just as the date allowed for the returns from the prove

old test objects, such as diatoms, and podura By his report it appears that only nine
scales were at one time supposed to be striated, those gentlemen ventured on any answerw
and are now known to have been so considered, ever. Mr. Ladd's report is thus summar'
because improperly observed -- Chicago 3edi- in the genera] report made to the MilWauk
cal Gazette. - Academ'y of Medicine-the body which oi

nated the project-and signed by Samuel f

A CRUCIAL TEST OF HoMoRPATRnIc MEDI- , .D., Presidetit, and Eugene F Stor
CINEs.-In the New York Iomoopathic Times M.D., Secretary
for March, 1880, is an account of a series of Namber of tests applied for and sent out
experiments instituted for the purpose of test- Number of tests whicb have been report-

ing the effects of the thirtieth dilution of Number of tests in which the medicatedvas d . .tincture of aconit'e. The project was set on ilwsfud.
foot in Mvilwaukee by a nomoeopavrnc society
and carried out with great care. In the words
of the originators, "the object of this test is
to determine whether or not tbis preparation
can produce any effect on the human organism,
in health or disease." " A vial of pure sugar
pellets, moistened with the thirtietl Hahne-
manian dilution of aconite, and nine similar
vials moistened with pure alcobol, so as to
make thei resemble the test pellets," were
gîven to the prover,who was not to know which
of the ten vials contained the aconite. The
vials were numbered from 1 to 10, and the
prover was to administer them to individuals,
sick or well, and to detect by the effects which
of the vials contained the medicine. It was
provided that " the provers must be physicians
of decided ability, who possess a good know-
ledge of the recorded symptomatology of aco-
nite, and who have faith in the efficacy of the
thirtieth dilution." The project was widely
announced, and the ten vial package was sent
to each of twenty-five homeopathic physicians
applying for them, scattered over a dozen dif-
ferent States. To guard against all possible
fraud or trickery, -the Rev. Geo. T. Ladd,
Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in
Bowdoin College,, Maine, was selected to dis-
tribute the vials to applicants and to receive
reports from them.

Now, al this was not only decidedly fair,
but it was highly creditable to those who ven-

Be it remembered, that these statementsa

not come from the opponents of homSoepat1
but from its own adherents, and not fto'
local or partial source, but from a selectVb
representing the more intelligent portion of"

sect. We have never met with any evidi
more damaging to homœopathy. True,
blow strikes orly at the infinitesimral phas,
the system, and not at the, dogma of simi
similibus ; but it is also true that the head e
front of homoeopathy is the unphilosoph4
unscientific and absurd doctrine of poten

tion and not the theory implied by its titl
We have observed no notice of this r

except in the journal named. It would ap

that a general effort has been made te au
press it. In the meeting of the New '1
State Homoeopathic Society, lately e
Albany, the report was refused accept0t
The editor of the Times complains of Iis
ing that common courtesy required its o.

tion, though its adoption might have been

fused. We do not wo-der, however, at
course. The pill was altogether to bit

homo->pathic stomachs.

At Berlin, on the ·17th day cf June
Lackner, M.B., of Berlin, to Nellie e a
of John A. Mackie, Esq., Merchant, rin


